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Buy South 
; ::- : African Ballot 
Phoenix Businessman Bur-
nett "Bernie" Watkins is a man 
with a mission. He would like 
for as many Americans as he 
can reach to "own a piece of 
history." 
''There are a very few defin-
ing moments in world history he 
explained, speaking from his 
offices in Phoenix "that live on 
into the centuries as shining 
examples of humankind's ability 
to overcome its worst instincts, 
and do the right thing." 
One such moment was the 
election in 1994 of Nelson Man-
dela to the Presidency of South 
Africa. 
Watkins was able to obtain 
after the elections over 800,000 
unused voting ballots. "These 
ballots are extremely unique 
looking and beautifully crafted. 
They wanted to go all out with 
this election, so they spared no 
expense for the ballots. And 
they cannot be duplicated, so 
the supply is very limited. Once 
they are gone, that's it" h~ said. 
What Watkins has done is to 
place these ballots on sale to the 
general public. The aim is to sell 
the ballots and donate a percent-
age of the profits towards non-
profit organizations that pro-
mote education and assistance 
among South Africans. 
"These ballots, framed or 
unframed will make a great gift, 
as well as buying into ·one of the 
most historically important 
event of this century. Imagine if 
you will owning a copy of the 
original Declaration of Indepen-
dence! This is the same thing." 
The ballots are being sold for 
$39.99 unframed, $49.99 with a 
black metal frame and $79.99 
for an acid-free mat and deluxe 
frame. For more information 
call 1-800-533-8787. 
This is a good way to help 
educationally needy Africans 
and own a part of history 
Watkins said. 
Earn $$$ And Help 
Needy Families 
The Black Voice is happy to 
announces, you may pick up a 
current copy of the Black Voice 
. News from The Abundant 
Blessing Center Thrift Store, 
514 S. Smith #30, Corona, CA 
behind the Jack in the Box on 
Sixth and Smith. 
For more information about 
how this helps low income and 
needy families, please call the 
center at (909) 279-7395. 
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(Left) Linda Hill, Jabrael Ali Hill, and Pastor Ray Turner, walk back from the 
hearse as hundreds of Peace Officers stand at atte tion, saluting their late 
commerade. (Right) In memory of Deputy Jeffrey Hill, wh~was killed in a firey 
head on collision with a drunk driver, driving on the wrong side of highway 15. 
See story on page B-3 
The African-American Holiday Of Kwanzaa 
A Celebration Of Family, Community And Culture 
Kwanzaa, an African-American holiday which ~elebrates family, community 
and culture, is the fastest grow-
ing holiday in the U.S. An esti-
mated 18 million Africans cele-
brate Kwanzaa each year 
around the world, including 
celebrants in the U.S., Africa, 
the Caribbean, South America, 
especially Brazil, Canada, 
India, Britain and numerous 
European countries. 
The holiday was created by 
Dr. Maulana Karenga, a schol-
ar-activist who is currently pro-
fessor and chair of the Depart-
ment of Black Studies at Cali-
fornia State University at Long 
Beach . Several cities in the 
U.S. have issued proclamations 
in honor of the celebration of 
Kwanzaa . Among them are 
Baltimore, Buffalo, Los Ange-
les, Miami, Newark, New 
Orleans, New York and 
Philadelphia. 
Kwanzaa as an African -
American holiday belongs to 
the most ancient tradition in the 
world, the African tradition. 
Drawing from and building on 
this rich and ancient tradition, 
Kwanzaa makes its own unique 
contribution to the enrichment 
and expansion of African tradi-
tion by reaffirming the impor-
tance of family, community and 
culture. 
In his book titled, The 
African-American Holiday of 
Kwanzaa: A Celebration of 
Family, Community and Cul-
ture, Dr. Karenga explains that 
Kwanzaa is based on ancient 
African harvest celebrations. 
T he word Kwanzaa. comes . 
from the Swahili phrase · 
"matunda ya kwanza" which 
m eans "first fruits." Kwanzaa 
is celebrated seven days from 
December 26 through January 
1, - a period which represents 
the end of an old year and the 
beginning of a new one. This 
time in African culture is called 
Dr. Maulana Karenga 
"the time when the edges of the 
year meet," which is a time of 
celebration, focus and assess-
ment. 
African harvest celebrations 
have five basic aspects which 
Kwanzaa also shares. They are: 
1) ingathering of the people; 2) 
special reverence for the Cre-
ator and creation, especially 
thanksgiving and commitment; 
3) commemoration of the past, 
especially paying homage to 
the ancestors; 4) recommitment 
to our highest ethical and cul-
tural values, especially the 
Nguzo Saba (The Seven Princi-
ples); and 5) ·celebration of the 
Good of life, especially family, 
community and culture. 
Dr. Karenga created Kwan-
zaa to reaffirm African-Ameri-
cans' rootedness in African cul-
ture , to reinforce the bonds 
between· them as a people, and 
to introduce and reaffirm the 
value of the Nguzo Saba, The 
Seven Principles of Kwanzaa. 
The central reason Kwanzaa is 
celebrated for seven days is to 
pay homage to The Seven Prin-
ciples· of Kwanzaa which in 
. Swahili and English are: Umoja 
(Unity), Kujichagulia (Self-
Determination), Ujima (Collec-
tive Work and Responsibility), 
Ujamaa (Cooperative E co-
nomics), Nia (Purpose), Ruum-
ba (Creativity), and Imani 
(Faith). The principles are also 
known as The Seven Principles 
of African-American communi-
/ 
ty development and serve as a 
fundamental value system. 
Kwanzaa is represented by 
seven symbols: Mazao (crops), 
Mkeka (mat), Kinara (candle 
holder), Mishumaa Saba (seven 
candles), Muhindi (ears of 
corn), Zawadi (gifts), and 
Kikombe Cha Umoja (unity 
cup). The candle holder has 
seven candles, one black, three 
red and three green. The colors 
are Black for Black people, red 
for their struggle and green for 
the hope and future that come 
from the struggle. I 
Each ear of com represents 
the children in the f amify and 
community. The gifts are pri-
marily for the children, but 
other family members can also 
receive gifts. The gifts should 
include a book and a heritage 
symbol to stress the ancient and 
continuing stress on the value 
of education and reaffirm the 
importance of culture and tradi-
tion. The unity cup is used to 
pour libation for the ancestors 
and it is drunk from as a ritual 
to reinforce unity in the family 
and community. All seven sym-
bols are put on a Mkeka (straw , 
mat). The Kwanzaa setting ' 
piece which includes the seven 
symbols is placed on a table or 
any other central location in the 
home. 
The lighting of the can~les 
begins on the first day of 
Kwanzaa, December 26. The 
black candle is the first candle 
lighted. The second day of 
Kwanzaa, the black candle is 
relighted as well as the first 
. candle to the left, a red candle, 
December 27. Each day every 
candle which has been lighted 
is relighted along with the next 
candle of that day. Candles are 
lighted left to right alternately. 
The lighting practice is ordered 
to represent first the people (the 
black candle), then the struggle 
(the red candle), then the future 
and hope (the green candle) 
which comes from the struggte. 
Child Custody 
Battle Heats Up 
BY CHERYL BROWN 
Black Voice News 
Pat Ramdhan, the legal-ly blind mother in Moreno Valley, who recently has been fea-
tured in the Riverside Press 
Enterprise, Los Angeles 
Sentinel, BVN,and the Sally 
Jessy Raffael show, remains on 
a fast to have her children 
returned. She is now joined in 
her efforts by her niece Tracy 
McDuffy, who found out this 
week Sherry Wright, her 
aunt,had also taken her daugh-
ter and has legal custody. 
McDuffy has a 20 day old son 
and three other sons plus tem-
porary custody of Alfey, son of 
Ramdhan, who ran away from 
Wright. Both women are nieces 
of Barry Gordy of Motown 
fame. "When I told her to send 
my daughter home she told me 
I'd have to make an appoint-
ment to see her," said 
McDuffy, who says Sherry is 
declaring war on the two of 
them. "When she gets mad at 
me she threatens to take 
Fajallah (her 9 year old daugh-
ter) out of the group and send 
her home minus the hair exten-
sions and the clothes. When I 
go to pick her up they (Wright 
and the children)- gor ·," 
said McDuffy. 
There are five children, who 
Wright has put into the enter-
tainment industry. They are on 
the "I'm Every Woman" video 
by Whitney Houston. 
Wright allgedly receives 
Youakim, a $916 a month per 
child, payment from the Coun-
ty of Los Angeles, for the 
minor children that Ramdhan 
denies she abandoned. 
McDuffy said, "Pat has never 
taken drugs but Sherry always 
tells the kids she does take 
them. She tells them they 
shouldn't talk to her on the 
phone and preps them when 
they have had court 
appearances," she said. 
The situation intensified 
when Whitney Houston's 
South African Concert was 
aired on HBO in November 
and Houston introduced her 
Glamour Girls. Tpey are the 
children of Pat, Tracy, a 
woman named Michelle and 
another woman who's child 
· according to Tracy, she (Sher-
ry) was given custody after she 
saw her as she was passing 
down the street. The mother 
just gave her custody. 
Both women don't know if 
Houston knows what is going 
on because the only time 
.McDuffy was allowed to see 
her daughter perform was at 
the Soul Train Awards, "I was 
standing next to Houston and 
Sherry never introduced me. I 
just kept waiting but it never 
happened. My daughter gave 
me her pass to get in or I 
wouldn't have been that close 
to her. She keeps everyone 
apart," said McDuffy. 
McDuffy and Ramdhan both 
think their children are being 
abused by Wright but the court 
will not do anything. Recently 
the Social Service Department 
investigated McDuffy because 
of some charges of income 
fraud. "I have not received a 
. dime from Sherry or Houston, 
in fact I have to give part of my 
food stamps and money to 
Wright. Since the girls were 
performing in the entertain-
Pat Ramdhan 
ment industry I thought it was 
OK, but my daughter said they 
worked a straight 18 hours 
before going to Africa without 
any food and I want her back," 
said McDuffy. 
"I thought Tracy was doing 
what Sherry was doing with the 
children. But I found out that 
she wasn 't and that's why we 
are both going on the Sally 
Jessy Raphael Show," she said. 
Ramdhan went on the show 
December 8, 1994, it will air 
sometime in January. 
McDuffy said she is a peace-
maker and did not come for-
ward to tell the truth about 
Ramdhan, because she dido 't 
want fighting in the family, but 
the kids report they arc bemg 
beaten by Wright and after she 
said she took custody of her 
daughter that was it. "I found 
out she was trying to do me the 
same way she did Pat," said 
McDuffy. 
"Sherry would tell me not to 
let Alfey talk to his mother Pat, 
but I'd let him go and stay. He 
wants to be home with his 
mother and has left the (Sher-
ry's) group," said McDuffy. 
McDuffy said she lived 
around the comer from Pat so 
she'd let him spend the night 
and spend time there. "Sherry 
encouraged me to get perma-
nent custody of Alfey and I 
said that is not right," she said. 
In a BVN phone interview 
Alfey, said "Sherry told me to 
say my mother's on drugs and 
she is crazy." He said they 
were told to tell that to the 
judge. "Vanitey and Mistey are 
afraid to say anything because 
of Sherry," he said. "She is 
brainwashing the kids against 
their parents and she uses the 
threat of being out of the group 
to control them," said 
McDuffy. Ramdhan has anoth-
er issue that we asked County 
Social Services to address. 
"Sherry had help from a Social 
Worker to take my kids. When 
I told the judge, Michael 
Davis' child is in commercials 
because of Sherry he took him 
off the case. I feel it was a con-
flict of interest that should be 
looked into. His child is still in 
commercia ls and I still don't 
have my children," said Ramd-
han. 
An L.A. County spokesper-
son said it is very difficult to 
get custody of someone's chil-
dren. 
Sherry Wright had not 
returned Black Voice calls at 
press time, but both Ramdhan 
and McDuffy report she called 
and harassed them. Because of 
death threats Pat has moved 
away from her Moreno Valley 
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A Cultural Critique Of The Bell Curve 
BY HARRY JONES 
The genius of Miles Davis is expressed quite differently than that of Wolf gang 
Amadeus Mozan. Miles Davis 
composed scores which allow 
the musician to express himself 
freely. In jazz there is free will 
even though the score has been 
determined. Mozart composed 
scores which require the musi-
cian to conform completely. In 
classical the score is rationally 
determined throughout. Using 
classical criteria, Miles Davis' 
genius could easily be over-
looked. However, any capable 
music critic who is not biased 
by a classical preference can 
appreciate the genius of the 
jazz composer. The classical 
test of ability fails to predict the 
jazz performance. 
Richard Herrnstien and 
Charles Murray, the authors of 
The Bell Curve, represent clas-
sical intellects very well; and 
their classical intellects would 
have us believe that the mea-
sure of human intelligence can 
only be scored on a classical 
scale. And almost every classi-
cal thinker, regardless of racial 
identification, agrees with 
them. Erudition in America is 
dominated by classical 
thinkers. They teach or rather 
preach in our most prestigious 
universities. These are rational 
thinkers who seek to teach us 
certain logical conclusion to be 
applied in an uncertain and 
sometimes illogical world. 
Their conclusions are 
derived from classical linear 
logic where two parallel lines 
of logic are incompatible. Their 
cultural tradition is captured in 
the compositions of Mozart. 
My critique of classical 
thinkers is derived from a jazzy 
logic where two parallel lines 
of logic converge at the poles. 
The cultural tradition of my 
thinking is captured in the com-
positions of Miles Davis. And 
this tradition is far more consis-
tent with nature because there 
is an apparent free will deter-
minism at work in nature. Also, 
time and space is curved in 
nature; therefore, there is the 
natural tendency for lines to 
converge at the poles. 
When we remain culturally 
consistent with a classical eval-
uation of ability, we can not 
adequately evaluate the ability 
of naturally inclined intellects. 
There is clearly a cultural bias 
in the classical measure of abil-
ity. The classical social scien-
tist can not rationalize this bias 
away regardless of how skill-
fully he supports his conclu-
sions with data. After all, 
nature and culture are too com-
plex for simple linear statistical 
inferences. Herrnstien and 
Murray make use of such infer-
ences. They identify racial dif -
ferences in intelligence test 
scores from a classical perspec-
tive ultimately discarding cul-
tural bias while advancing the 
concept of genetic bias. They 
remain culturally consistent 
throughout their book. 
Intelligence is apparently 
influenced by genetic coding. 
Culture tends to be uncon-
scious, and genetic coding 
tends to explain how culture 
can be transmitted unobserved 
from generation to generation. 
When the jazz thinker compos-
es thoughts, the process only 
requires average.classical disci-
pline. Therefore, the jazz 
thinker tends not to exhibit 
exceptional classical discipline. 
This tendency is passed from 
generation to generation. When 
the classical thinker composes 
his thoughts, the measure of 
discipline determines his suc-
eess. The genetic coding is 
comparatively different for the 
two thinkers, and the coding is 
manifested differently in the 
real world. On the subject of 
genetic influences on intelli-
gence, I agree with Herrnstien 
and Murray, albeit with a cul-
tural analysis. 
They make a very convinc-
ing case for genetic causation 
in cognitive ability. However, 
they are profoundly confused 
by the fact that African-Ameri-
LETTER To THE EDITOR 
DEAR EDITOR: 
I've have been reading· the media's analysis and reporting on 
what is happening at the Capitol with a great deal of amazement. 
No one seems to be making clear what is really going on. 
If anyone is playing with the system and affecting the fair and 
appropriate outcome of the election of the Assembly Speaker, it's 
the Assembly Republicans. The vote for Speaker as of the day the 
Assembly recessed was 40 for Speaker Willie Brown and 40 for 
Assemblymember Jim Brulte. That is hardly a mandate for a new 
and Republican Speaker. Why should Jim Brulte be entitled to the 
job of Speaker anymore than the Democrats and Speaker Brown? 
In fact, if Republican Senator Mountjoy, who currently claims he 
holds seats in both the Assembly and the Senate, had taken his seat 
in the Senate as he pledged he would do when he ran for the office, 
Assemblyman Jim Brulte would have received only 39 Republican 
votes, compared to Speaker Brown's 40 votes. The issue would be 
resolved and the Assembly could get on with the business of the 
people. 
Democratic members of the Assembly wanted to continue work-
ing and resolve this issue, but the Republicans boycotted each day 
of session. The fact is, the Assembly Republicans have attempted 
to seat a legislator who belongs in the Senate so they can deadlock 
the vote for Speaker. But on a straight up vote, with Senator Moun-
tjoy in the State Senate where he belongs, the vote for Speaker is 40 
for Willie Brown, 39 for Jim Brulte. Whether you like the Democ-
rats and Willie Brown or not, fair is fair. 
Sincerely, 
Alice Huffman 
President, Black American Political Association of California 
DEAR HARDY & CHERYL 
Our family wishes you and yours a joyful holiday season and a 
new year blessed with health, happiness, and peace. 
Sincerely, 
Bill Clinton 
Hillary Rodham Clinton 
J)appp Jlttu !}tar 
cans are not a biologically dis-
tinct group. They admit their 
confusion in this statement: 
"The rule we follow is to clas-
sify people according to the 
way they classify themselves." 
This method of biological clas-
sification is clearly not com-
mensurate with scientific stan-
dards. It is important to note 
that Herrnstein and Murray 
know that their method of clas-
sification is not scientific. But 
why did they betray their clas-
sical standards? (I will answer 
this question later.) 
The contemporary under-
standing of genetic coding has 
been the result of classic scien-
tific methodology. However, 
when Herrnstien and Murray 
say that the difference between 
races is "the rule, not the 
exception" they are not speak-
ing of a scientific rule. They 
are actually expressing a non-
scientific opinion which is sup-
ported by race conscious obser-
vations . The discussion of 
genetic differences among indi-
viduals of the same species is 
far too complex for a simplistic 
rule derived for the conve-
nience of social classification 
to be biologically adequate. 
Yet, I would agree with Herrn-
stien and Murray if they were 
addressing cultural differences 
instead of biological ones. But 
cultural classifications . of indi-
viduals in a population, as well 
as racial ones, do not conform 
to a convenient rule. 
The problem of classifica-
tion is what makes the validity 
of their study scientifically 
unacceptable in classical terms. 
However, let us examine the 
validity of the standardized 
tests of cognitive ability based 
on the criteria Herrnstien and 
Murray have established. Their 
main focus in establishing 
validity was on refuting claims 
of cultural bias. They address 
these arguments under four 
areas of classification: (1) 
External evidence of bias, (2) 
Internal Evidence of bias, (3) 
Motivation to try, and (4) Uni-
form background bias. But ulti-
mately they argue that the 
validity of the test is measured 
by its ability to predict perfor-
mance. 
The logic used to refute the 
claim of the external evidence 
of bias is simple: Lathe SAT is 
used as a tool in college admis-
sions because it has certain 
validity in predicting college 
performance. If the SAT is 
biased against Blacks, it ~ill 
unpredict their college perfor-
mance." Their simplistic con-
clusion is that Blacks as a 
group would do better in col-
lege if the SAT was not a valid 
tool in predicting performance. 
However, they ignore the possi-
bility that the curriculum at the 
colleges may be culturally 
biased as well. If this is the 
case, and I believe it is, then a 
culturally biased SAT would be 
validated by a culturally biased 
curriculum. Therefore, the 
problem of external evidence is 
unresolved. 
This is an interesting note: If 
we measure success in college 
as earning a degree, then 
African-Americans with 114 
IQ's are more successful than 
European Americans with 114 
IQ 's. Could it be that a good 
jazz intellect measures above 
average on the classical scale 
but is more likely to succeed 
than the above average classi-
cal intellect? Herrnstien and 
Murray use the data to make a 
totally different conclusion 
because the ir line of logic 
forces them to. The conclusions 
they make must support their 
political agenda in order to be 
logical in their classical tradi-
tion. 
Since the empirical data sup-
port the conclusion that the 
Black/White difference is wider 
on so-called culturally neutral 
items than on culturally loaded 
items, Herrnstien and Murray 
believe that the internal evi-
dence of bias is not apparent. 
They place special emphasis on 
this conclusion because they 
believe many people, no doubt 
European Americans, will be 
surprised by it. However, Her-
mstien and Murray admit that 
items on the test are apparently 
culturally biased. Therefore, 
the internal evidence of bias is 
admittedly apparent unless you 
chose not to accept what is only 
apparent. 
As evidence that African-
American testers are motivated 
to try, the authors compare 
reaction time (RT) to move-
ment time (MT) on an appara-
tus which evaluates a subject's 
responses to cognitive tasks. 
RT is the time is takes for the 
subject to lift his finger from 
the home button, and "most of 
the cognitive processing has 
been completed by the time the 
finger leaves the button." MT is 
the time it takes the subject to 
press the target button, and is 
"mostly a function of small 
motor skills. Since African-
American movement time is 
faster than European American 
movement time, Herrnstien and 
Murray conclude that African-
American testers are therefore 
motivated. 
But here we must question 
th motivations of the authors. 
Team sports which require'~ 
great deal of coordination and 
understanding of a changing 
environment provide excellent 
real world observations of RT 
and MT. Anyone who would 
argue that a good running back 
in football does not require 
exceptional RT is either disin-
genuous or simply not capable 
of intelligent analysis. The 
exceptional RT's of NFL run-
ning backs and NBA point 
guards demonstrate noteworthy 
cognitive skills in real world 
situations . Therefore, Herrn-
stien and Murray have unwit-
tingly provided us with criteria 
for real world evaluations of 
these types of cognitive differ-
ences in individuals. What JS 
the stat is tical di fference 
between Blacks and Whites in 
this real world example where 
otivation is apparent? 
Herrnstien and Murray 
reveal their intellectual inclina-
tions, which is the essence of 
their bias, when they attempt to 
discount uniform background 
bias. They reason that there 
must be a contemporary uni-
fo rm experience among 
African-American testers in 
orcler for there to be a uniform 
bias against them, and they 
conclude that no such uniformi-
ty is apparent because the 
testers' environments are not 
uniform. This is defective rea-
soning , but they appear to 
ignore this defect. However,/ 
since the authors have accept~ 
the scientific fact that African-
Americans are not a uniform 
biological group, why do these 
classical scholars group them 
together for analysis? Scientifi-
cally, this grouping is . accept-
able only because of certain 
observed historical experiences 
which are culturally significant. 
The uniformity derived from 
culture escapes the logic of . 
their analysis because they are 
biased by their inclinations. 
The uniformity in the 
African-American testers' 
experiences iE not absolute; 
ho · ver, it is apparent because 
of the uniform description of 
them as Black. Racism against 
Blacks has been in existence 
since the establishment of the 
nation. The magnitude of the 
racism is not uniform. Howev-
er, it is apparently uniform in 
its existence because it has 
existed in every aspect of 
American life. Classical 
thinkers are inclined to ignore 
the imponance of the various 
degrees of racism which result 
in its uniform existence at its 
most diminutive level. This 
inclination causes the classical 
social scientist to make subjec-
tive conclusions which reflect 
his cultural and/or racial bias. 
Herrnstien and Murray elo-
quently demonstrate a tendency 
for ignoring relevant cultural 
factors. 
The Bell Curve is a classical 
appeal to personal, cultural, 
intellectual, and racial bias. 
Hermstien and Murray may not 
have intended for it to be such 
an appeal. However, ignorance 
of the consequences of our 
actions is no excuse for society 
to ignore them. With an erudite 
approach to the question of 
cognitive ability, the authors 
argue for the significance of 
genetic differences. Then they 
interpret and/or use the data to 
support the age old concept that 
"Blacks as a group" possess 
less cognitive ability than 
Whites as a group. On the tele-
vision talk show "Firing Line," 
Murray expressed his surprise 
in that Whites would deny the 
importance of the relationship 
of genes to intelligence. The 
appeal he is making is appar-
ently racist ~ven if he doesn't 
' realize it. 
In Part I of the book, the 
identification and description 
of the "cognitive elite" appeals 
to the reader's individualism, 
and can be very appealing to an 
exceptional intellect from any 
group. The analysis in Pan II is 
limited to Whites. This analysis 
is used to link social behavior 
with cognitive ability "without 
regard to race or ethnicity." 
Pan III takes race and ethnicity 
into consideration. And Part IV 
is used to propose a political 
agenda linked to cognitive abil-
ity, which is linked to social 
behavior. Therefore, their polit-
ical agenda is linked to race 
because they believe that cog-
nitive ability is linked to genet-
ics. Part II is very important in 
making these multiple links 
because when the subject popu-
lation is limited to Whites, 
racism is definitely not a signif-
icant factor. 
In the classical culture, cog-
nitive ability and social behav-
ior are apparently linked espe-
cially among Whites. However, 
the dynamics of the racism in 
American history does not sup-
port inferences from the White 
experience to the Black experi-
ence. For example, promotions 
in the American military are 
linked to scores on the Armed 
Forces Qualification Test 
(AFQT). Whites with higher 
scores are more likely to be 
promoted than Whi tes with 
lower scores. However, Blacks 
with lower scores are more 
likely to be promoted than 
Blacks with higher scores. The 
link between cognitive ability 
and social behavior or perfor-
mance when separating the two 
groups is inverse in this real 
world situation. This reality 
also convincingly refutes .their 
classic claim that test scores 
predict performance. 
Herrnstien and Murray 
ignore significant facts because 
they are apparently more con-
cerned with their political agen-
da than they are with the pur-
suit of truth. For this reason, 
they betray their classical stan-
dards. And they make falla-
cious inferences either because 
they lack the cognitive ability 
to deal with the complexity of 
American society or because 
their cultural bias precludes 
objective analysis. I believe the 
truth approaches the latter. And 
this same cultural bias is 
endemic in American 
academia. To the reader with 
good analytical skills, it is 
obvious that The Bell Curve is 
an artifact of the racism which 
is ignored in the classical cul-
ture of the cognitive "elect." 
In the book Race and Cul-
ture, Thomas Sowell poses a 
very appropriate question about 
cognitive ability: "Is it coinci-
dence that the fields dominated 
by Black Americans-basket-
ball, jazz, running backs in 
football- all have improvisa-
tional decision making, with 
numerous factors being decided 
in an instant under emotional 
pressure? ' Converging with 
Herrnstien's and Murray 's anal-
ysis, my answer is "no it's not a 
coincidence." It may simply be 
the genetic coding of the jazz 
culture expressed in the real 
world. Certainly, observed cog-
nitive ability has more validity 
than a standardized test. And in 
this chaotic world which fails 
to conform to classic l inear 
logic, the success of our nation 
depends on our ability to culti-
vate jazz intellects. 
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Neumark Ensemble Announces First Anniversary ~oncert 
T he Neumark Ensembles (pro-nounced noi 'mark) announces its first 
anniversary concert scheduled 
at 8:00 p.m., Saturday, January 
7 , '1995, at the Sturges Center 
for the Fine Arts, 780 Nonh 'E' 
Street, San Bernardino. Three 
features of the program make it 
an attractive musical offering. 
The first is flutist Sara Andon, 
soloing in the Foote, A Night 
Piece. The second feature is the 
programming of two works by 
Nielsen, Little Suite and 
Bohemian Danish Folksong. 
Finally, the ever popular 
Serenade for Strings by 
Tchaikovsky . This concert's 
Conversations on Music, 
scheduled immediately prior to 
the concert, features U.C.R. 
Professor Emeritus, William H. 
Reynolds, recognized world-
wide as an authority on 20th 
century Danish Music, dis-
cussing the Nielsen pieces. 
Along with holding the posi-
tion of alternate principal flute 
of the New World Symphony in 
Miami, Florida, and principal 
flute of the Neumark Ensemble, 
Sara Andon has a very active 
career as a solo recitalist, cham-
ber musician, and recording 
anist. Even as she continues 
work on two recordings of solo 
and chamber music, scheduled 
for release, Sara finds time to 
perform frequently with several 
orchestras in the Inland Empire 
and Los Angeles area. She 
performed this last summer in 
the prestigious Norfolk Cham-
ber Music Festival in Connecti-
cut and is presently taking a 
performance diploma at Yale 
University. 
Mr. Stephen Tucker conducts 
The Neumark Ensemble. He 
began his musical training at an 
early age in his native Jamaica, 
where he exhibited an excep-
tional aptitude for conducting. 
In 1985, Tucker participated in 
the Fifteenth International Con-
ductors' Institute in Southern 
California. International recog-
nition came in 1992 as Tucker 
was one of six candidates, from 
a field of fony-eight, chosen to 
study in the Wien Meisterkurse 
at the Vienna Conservatory. 
On the eve of the concert, Tuck-
er will have just returned from 
Getting To Know Anita Baker 
By Janice Malone 
Anita Baker has released a new album and if you 're a fan, you know what to do. Obviously her mil-
lions of fans didn't waste any time with following instructions. Rhythm of Love was shipped as a plat-
inum seller. The first single, Body and Soul, is perched in the high echelon of Billboard 's top 5 list with 
a bullet. Ms. Baker recently unveiled her star on the infamous Hollywood Walle of Fame. Afterwards, 
she received a congratulatory telegram from superstar actress Whoppi Goldberg-make that Whoppi 
Goldberg-Trachtenberg. She's a newlywed you know. 
In late September Anita was in Modena, Italy by special invitation of international opera star Lucian 
Pavarotti. The event was The Maestro's Annual Horse Show event, which was broadcast on Italian tele-
vision. Anita's long-awaited concert tour is tentatively set to begin a few days after Christmas in Los 
Angeles. She's as anxious to get back to her fans as they are to see her. 
Czechoslovakia, where he is 
recording with the Slovakian 
Radio Symphony. 
Barely one year old, The 
Neumark Ensemble is quickly 
making a name for itself. The 
chamber music society claims 
as its mission to promote cham-
ber music in the Southern Cali-
fornia area by presenting live 
concerts. The organization has 
introduced its Neumark Out-
reach Training and Enrichment 
System (N.O .T.E.S .) at two 
local public schools. Aimed at 
grades kindergarten through six, 
the system offers a complete 
curriculum with demonstrations 
throughout the school year: an 
early start in support of its mis-
sion, educating audiences. In its 
selection of venues, programs, 
collateral materials and support-
ing activities, the Ensemble 
"personalizes" the orchestra-
audience relationship. The 
debut concert, given January 8, 
1994, at the historic Riverside 
County Courthouse, was a criti-
cal success. 
The N eumark E{lsemble's 
1995 s.eason includes only two 
regular concerts, the second to 
be held in Riverside. In keeping 
with its mission, regular con-
certs offer general admission at 
only $10, and $5 for student or 
senior. Private donations from 
individuals and corporations 
offset the cost of these concerts. 
Stephen Tucker 
Other events presented as part 
of the season also serve to raise 
funds. A non-profi t corporation, 
The Neumark Ensemble offers 
an interesting array of benefits 
to patrons over a wide range of 
contribution levels. 
To purchase tickets for The 
First Anniversary Concert, send 
a self addressed stamped enve-
lope with a check for the 
required number of tickets, 
payable to T he Neumark 
Ensemble, P.O. Box 5543 1, 
Riverside, CA, 92517-0431. 
Tickets are also available from 
A Top of the Line: 1-800-732-
8968, and at the door. To find 
out more about The Neumark 
Ensemble please call (909) 715-
2222. 
During her three year absence from touring and recording Anita became mother to 2 adorable sons, 
<W:alter Baker, Jr. and Edward Carlton). She took time off to re-focus her life and simply enjoy being a 
wife, to real estate developer Walter Bridgeforth and new mother to their boys. But now it's "back to 
w-0rlc Monday" time for Anita. In only a few short weeks she's graced the covers of major publications 
and been interviewed by most of the top TV and radio shows. Within recent years The Scoop has inter-
vfewed over 2,000 celebrities. But the celebrity that readers ask about the most is Anita Baker. "What is 
she like?" is the number one question people ask the most. The answer is, Anita Baker is so really real. 
The Scoop's been interviewing her since 1986, when the blockbuster selling Rapture album was 
released. It seems that the more successful she becomes, the more she never changes. Even though she's 
sold over 13 million records, has international acclaim and seven Grammy Awards, Anita seems to be 
still amazed that she's successful , "I'm blessed to be doing what I do," she says, 
RBHC To Hold Tenth Annual MLK Luncheon 
"But there are many things, in and out of the music business that I hope to accomplish," says Anita. 
She reveals that she and husband Walter frequently spend a few hours a week of quality time with each 
other, away from their busy schedules. On the day of this interview they had just returned to their subur-
ban Detroit estalli' from a long drive in the country. ·Want to know what Anita Baker is really like? Re 
Onl , . ti1 a 
THE SCOOP: So how are your driving lessons coming along? 1 : 
-ANITA: "Now don't start with me, James (laughs). You know I don't really do any real d(iving. 
About four years ago Walter bought a Jaguar and he taught me the basics of driving just in case of an 
emergency. I know the mechanics of it, but I still don't drive. It's enough people out there driving who 
shouldn't be and I know that I'd be one of them. 
.. T.IJE SCOOP: Tell me about your recent performance with Luciano Pavarotti. 
ANITA: "We went over to Modena, Italy to sing with The Maestro as he prefers. The event took 
place in Modena but we stayed in Milan because I just had to get into the shopping. I mean you can't ~o 
to Milan and not shop. We would drive for two hours everyday to Modena for rehearsals. But the thrill 
of singing with The Maestro himself is just so exciting for me. I still don't believe it happened. We were 
LeCarol 
The Ria lto Black History 
Committee, Inc. 's Tenth Annual 
Martin Luther King Luncheon 
will be held on January 16, 
1995, 11 :30 a. m., at the San 
originally supposed to sing a duet from the Broadway musical 
"Cats" but he later changed his mind, but that's okay. If The Mae-
stro wants to change his mind, it was fine with me. He wanted to 
sing "Moon River," except he needed to sing it in the key of C and I 
needed to sing it in the key of A. C was too high for me and, A 
was too low for him. So that was out. I still sang on the show. But I 
was so nervous. This was the first time that I'd sang on Italian TV 
plus•, it was the first time in nearly four years that I sung to a live 
audience. All the performers were supposed to sing a portion of the 
opera La Traviatta for the finale. I almost panicked. So I ended up 
singing a song that I knew I could do without any problems and that 
Mod~ls Wonted 
was my single "Body and Soul." 
THE SCOOP: So did you take advantage of Milan's world-
reno~ shopping spots? 
females, ages 19-35, min 
wage + portfolio, must 
be photogenic. Call 
(909) 866-71'17 
ask for Kerry 
Bernardino Hilton Hotel, 285 E. 
Hospitality Lane, San Bernardi-
no, California. Ticket donation 
is $25.00 per person. The guest 
speaker will be Margaret 
Douroux. Performing on the 
program will be new gospel 
artist, LeCarol. 
For more information, please 
call (909) 874-2989. 
" r 
See The New Year's Most 
Hilarious Comedy! 
,,,.,,, .. ,.»"'":""'?'"''''•'•~: .. ;. •._· .. ,.,., ... "''"'~ 
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ftOUSEGmST 
He came. He ate. He stayed. 
~-· 
ANITA: "But of course! The shoes are just fantastic. I bought a 
pair of satin uppers, with five-and-a-half inch" heels-they're totally 
bareback. Then I bought some really funky black leather ones with 
silver buckle accents, that will look great with anything that's black 
leather. I bought some flatheeled suede boots. And I bought this real-
ly, and I do mean really incredible leather biker's jacket. This is the 
only place that I could find a leather jacket that could fit me because 
I'd been looking everywhere." 
And Then Be Our Guest For The Biggest Movie Of The Holiday Season! ,1• 
THE SCOOP: I heard that you and Walter recently taped a seg-
ment for Lifestyles Of The Rich and Famous TV Show: 
ANITA: "Yes, we taped it while we were in Italy. I hope it looks 
alright. I was still kind of chunky during that time. I mean it was 
hard turning down all that good authentic Italian food: The Italians 
believe in four or more courses and I just couldn't refuse. But I've 
been good about my exercising routine because I try to jog at least 
two miles a day." 
THE SCOOP: What was it like working with Frank Sinatra on 
his duets album? 
ANITA: "I never actually worked with him in person in the stu-
dio. This wasn 't a compensated project, but I didn't care about that. 
My only prerequisite was I wanted to make sure it was a song that I 
could have a little fun with. They gave me three songs to choose 
from, which he had already recorded. I selected Witchcraft because 
it sounded like he was having the most fun on it. I met Frank Sinatra 
several years ago when we both performed at President Bush 's inau-
guration. I met him again at one of the Grammy Award~ shows too. 
My manager has a film clip of a TV interview that he did where he's 
• asked who are some of his favorite singers? He gave several names 
and mine was among them. I was speechless to hear that. To this day, 
1 I still don 't know how I was invited to be part of the "duets" project 
I or the Pavarolti event. I'm really blessed and grateful." THE SCOOP: What's Walter's all time favorite Anita Baker 
song? · 
ANITA: "I have no idea. We don't play my music in the house 
that much at all. Whenever my music is played, it's by somebody 
else. I do know that he likes I Apologize and Sometimes I Wonder 
Why on the new album, but I'll have to ask him what's his all time 
favorite song of mine." 
991 E. Baseline, 
San Bernardino 
between Wate rman Ave. and tip pcc0noc Ave. 
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JOE C. HOPKINS 
(818) 398-1194 
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MARTIAL DEFENSIVE TACTICS 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Small Group/ Prtvate Lessons Onty 
Realistic Self-Defense . 
Prtvate Rates Negotiable 
Glenn 'Cito" Brooks Jr. Phone: (909) 360-3208 
Founder / Instructor P!lgel': (909) 3-41-993<4 
Call For f.lore Info. • ~ p* 
(909) 684-0484 M-F: 9 to 6 p.m. 
Sat. 9 • 3 p.m 
Lee's Shoe Repairs 
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. No. 79 
Riverside, CA 
Golf Bag - Luggate Repair 
And Shoeshine Parlor 
"You've tried the rest now try the best" 
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Chicken r-------------, 
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Hot Win 
8 
I lesser value 112 off.. Offer expires 115195 I 
g L-------------~ 
, ' 1340 E. Sixth St., Corona (909) 279-9819 
Mon. - Sat. - 11-8 Call Ahead ot Ordering I 
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Don't Have A 
Church! Why 
Go To Vegas? 
Remodeled, historical, decorated chapel & reception halls. 
Includes minister, coordinator, organist & water fountains. 
License also available here. Holds 2-300 guests . 
Law Offices Of 
AUDREY G. OWENS 
Attorney At Law 
(909) 931-4756 
18 Years Experience 
Auto Accidents • Personal Inquiries • Sllp And 
Falls • WIiis & Trusts 
818 N. Mountain, #203, Upland, CA 91786 
AL'S AIR SYSTEMS 
Heating and Air Conditi.oning 
"Call to see about our summer air 
conditioning specials" 
1089 W. Baseline St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 381-4761 
FAX (909) 381-3352 
Alton C. Green/ Owner 
Lic.#636293 
Blue Diamond Realty 
127 Metz Road. 
Perris, CA 92571 
Your Realtor With Technique 
MARCELLA CARROLL 
Broker 
Ottice (909) 657•72531 
Home (909) 943-12731 
Farmers lnsuraric·e Grou·p :· 
F I RE · AUTO · TRU CK · COMPENSATION 
HOMEOWNERS • COMMERCIAL · L I FE • BOAT 




24 7 E . BAS£ LINE 
SAN BERNARD INO. CA 92410 
T!!~ •e·--..F-OR•T•H•E-BE-ST IN t- lK"'" _ 1RAVELPLANS 
M~TEa5 
23741 G. Sunn~ead Blv 
Moreno Valley, CA 92388 
(909) 242-3414 
Call {909) 820-3979 
farSMWina 
E.M. ABDULMUMIN, PH.D. 
Licensed Clinical Psychologist 
• Psychotherapy • Psychological Assessment • 
Forensic/Court Evaluations • 
Individual, Family, & Group Therapy 
(909) 686-9930 
Riverside 
The Orleans Building 
3638 University, Ave., 
Suite 283 
TRI-STAR 
, ii' •. 
Dr. Lloyd B. Walker 
Family Dental Centre 
*** General Dentistry Dental Lab On Premises 
Same Day Repair 
Most Insurance Accepted 
-Children 
Seniors 
*** 106 North Eucalyptus, Rialto, CA 
(Comer of Rialto Ave.) 
(909) 8 75-1299 
Call For Your Appoinbnent 
HOURS: M, T, TH, F: 9 • 6P.M. / 
W: 10•7 P.M. / SAT: By appointment 
..-... 
Dr. Robert Williams 
Single Parents and Christian Ethics 
Thursday, l)ecember 29, 1994 
The Rhythm of Life Band 
Featuring 
Maudie 
Available for Your Listenin9 
and Dancin9 Pleasure 
Top 40 • Jazz 
Blues • Country 
Rhythm & Blues 
Call Maudie ~)656-5622 
Oyde (909)887-Z754 
This Space Could 









Don't miss this opportunity to refi-
nance your home at the lowest interest rates 
in years! 
1. Fast Funding 
2. Cash For Any Purpose 
3. Credit Problems - No Problems 
4. Bill Consolidation 




7130 Pacific Blvd., Suite A. Huntington Park, CA 90255 
Century 
Beachside 
10681 Foothill Blvd. Ste. 101 
Rancho Cucamonga, 
California 91730 
Res. (909) 822-1372 / 
Pager(909)603-2754 
Fax (09) 980-6100 
Business (909) 980-6100 
-Mary Bonner 
REALTOR ~/Notary 
Each Office Is Independently 
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Prearranged funeral planning 
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Jewel Diamond Taylor 
One of the many sure ways 
to improve your success rate in 
making better decisions, 
enhance relationships and 
improve communications in the 
workplace and home is to learn 
the power of LISTENING. I'm . 
going to share the different 
types of listening skills you can 
begin to observe and improve 
for yourself. 
To "listen" means to pay 
attention and be alert to what 
you are hearing. When you are 
focused on a specific desire or 
goal (i.e. new job, new car, 
new home, money opportuni-
ties, scholarship, travel sav-
ings) your mind will tune out 
the unnecessary and hear cer-
tain data pertaining to your 
goal. When you are focused 
and determined to reach your 
goal, you will be alert to infor-
mation. Prior insignificant or 
casual information or contacts 
now become important because 
you are listening for answers 
apd direction. Network, meet 
new people an explore new 
environments and settings. Lis-
ten carefully to introductions of 
new people, remember names, 
ask questions, take notes, col-
lect and follow up on business 
cards and new contacts. Listen 
with positive expectations. 
As mentioned, to "listen" 
means to pay attention. Rela-
tionships often fail because 
someone feels ignored. Your 
mate wants to be heard. 
Employees want to be heard. 
Children want to be heard. Peo-
ple undeserved in the commu-
nity want to be heard. Listening 
doesn't always have to mean 
that you will always have an 
answer for any problems stat-
ed. Listening shows you care. 
It shows that you value the 
relationship. Make time when 
you come home from work for 
your ·family. On a regular basis 
take time for individual atten-
tion with each loved one. Visit 
or make those overdue phone 
calls to listen to them. Don't 
avoid meetings or questions 
from employees or team mem-
bers. Confrontations don't have 
to be negative. Tum confronta-
tions into carefrontations. If 
you don't master the art of lis-
tening, the people concerned 
begin to feel invisible, insignif-
icant, unappreciated and will 
seek approval, attention, affec-
tion or affirmation from some-
where or someone else. Their 
behavior may become destruc-
tive, emotionally closed down, 
absenteeism and/or jealousy, 
rudeness or sabotage begin to 
develop. 
Leaming to really listen to 
the people you care and inter-
act with on a personal and pro-
fessional basis is vital. Pay 
attention or you will pay later 
in other ways. 
Not listening to your first 
mind, instincts, intuition, inner 
Spirit can cause your self-
esteem, judgement, peace of 
mind and lifestyle to suffer. I 
recommend that you learn how 
to "listen to your heart". Notice 
the first four letters of "heart" 
are "hear". The word "obey" is 
derived from the Latin word 
"oboedire" which means to 
hear. When you and I do not 
listen and obey our first mind, 
instincts, intuition and the Holy 
Spirit's direction for our life, 
we suffer. We fall short. We fail 
in judgement. If you want to be 
more discerning in choosing a 
mate, a job, successfully run 
your business, recover from 
addictions or simply be a better 
athlete, parent or 
student... .learn to listen to your 
heart. I'm sure you have had 
experiences when you didn't 
obey your first thought when 
taking a test, or choosing that 
date or making the wrong tum 
on the freeway. Or perhaps 
you've had experiences when 
you weren't strong enough to 
obey Spirit's direction for your 
life and you weakened in your 
negative habits and lifestyle. 
Or perhaps you saw a homeless 
person needing help or a loved 
one needing forgiveness, but 
you turned the other way deny-
ing them your love and con-
-cem. 'f.b_ose were the times you 
didn't listen with your bean. If 
you're ready to make positive 
changes in your life, start a 
business, write poetry, move to 
a new state, go back to school 
or be a volunteer. Base your 
decisions on how your head, 
heart and the Holy Spirit guide 
you. 
Today you can begin to 
LISTEN UP and create more 
peace,happiness,success,good 
judgment, health and dynamic 
relationships in your life. I 
hope you "heard" my lesson 
for you in this short artic le. 
Listen to positive conversations 
and ideas. Tune out the nega-
tivity, gossip and fear. Tum off 
the negative TV trash talk 
shows and tune into people and 
projects that are about positivi- . 
ty and solutions. Listen with 
your inner ear and become a 
winner in every area of your 
life. When you learn how to 
"listen" you will learn how to 
"love and live" in a better way. 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: 
Jewel Diamond Taylor is a 
nationally acclaimed motiva-
tional speaker, author of SUC-
CESS GEMS, poet, consultant 
trainer, self-esteem counselor, 
wife and parent of 2 sons living 
in southern California. This 
inspirational speaker and 
TV /radio personality has books 
and audio tapes available P.O. 
Box 83236, L .A., CA 90083 
(213) 964-1736. Her 24 hrs. 




Jewel Diamond Taylor 
as a new writer in the 
Black Voice Family. 
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Our 
Bodies 
Dr. Ernest Levister, M.D. 
Reflections On Where We Are 
Every year at this time with 
pangs of guilt we recall New 
Year's resolutions that we did 
not keep and vow to keep them 
in '95. 
Step back and think about 
where you are in terms of your 
physical and mental health and 
where you ·want to be. I will 
share with you some sugges-
tions that may help. 
1. Watch what and how much 
you eat. Try to stay trim, near 
your ideal body weight. 
Remember,. the more you 
weigh the harder your heart 
and other organs must work. 
2. The human body was 
designed to run from the saber 
tooth tiger and to hunt, not sit 
around. Do yourselves a favor 
and exercise five days a week 
to get in shape and 3 days a 
week to keep it. Remember, no 
sweat - no gain. 
3. The 4,000 chemicals that 
come from that factory called a 
cigarette or pipe wreak havoc 
in your body and those around 
you. Stop smoking, put me out 
of business and reduce Ameri-
ca's health bill. 
4 . In the Black community 
many of our friends and rela-
tives are into drugs. They 
smoke, snort and shoot up . 
Crack is in. This tears up your 
body, impacts on your loved 
Shop today and tomorrow 10:00 - 9:30 
H A L F 
0 F ( L 0 T H N G 
YEARLY 
H 0 E s A N D 
MEN ' 
F u R N I s ff N G s 
,.. 
ones and is a driving force 
behind crime. Do yourself a 
favor and get help. 
5 . Domestic violence, both 
physical and mental , affects 
our community. Treat your 
significant other and children 
with respect. 
6. Gang violence is on the rise. 
There are more Black males in 
jail than in college. Reach out 
to the youth and help to curb 
violence by example, love and 
help. 
7. Practice the principles of 
Nguzo Saba on a daily basis. 
Not only when Kwanzaa is cel-
ebrated. 
sweaters • ties • furnisfalags • ••terw"! , 
dress, ,asual and active , • .,, ' 
a great sele<tion of ,asuar tporlswttr 
Open special hours Saturday 10:00 - 6:00 and New Year's Day 11 :OO - 6:00, except _South Coast Plaza 11 :00 - 7:00. 
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Cl:lristians Celebrate Epiphan.y The Old Christmas C.J. 's. • .Spreading His 
Word Through Music The visit of the wise men showed the importance of Jesus' mission here on earth. 
The gifts they offered Him 
were expressions of their loyal-
ty and His supremacy. Even 
today these gifts are symbolic 
to the many Christians to 
whom Christ revealed the truth 
of God. The wise men's com-
ing to see Jesus is celebrated 
through the season of 
"Epiphany" as it describes the 
giving of Jesus as a gift to the 
Gentiles and the Jews. The 
word Epiphany means a show-
• ing forth or a manifesting of 
the divine nature of Jesus 
Christ to the Gentiles. Many 
refer to the Epiphany as the old 
Christmas. Many churches cel-
ebrate it instead of Christmas, 
and many celebrate it along 
with the Christmas season. 
Unlike some people today 
who offer gifts to friends or 
loved ones which are of no 
special meaning, the wise men 
gave Jesus gifts that were rep-
resentative of divinity (frankin-
cense), royalty (gold), and 
symbolic of life then death 
(myrrh). 
When we offer our gifts to 
the Lord we should be pre-
pared to give our best to Him. 





Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor 
1626 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
(909) 350-9401 
· Baptist 
Community Baptist Church 
"Come Let Us Reason Together" 
15854 Carter SL, Fontana, CA 
(909) 350-9646 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 




16262 Baseline Ave. 










After Sunday Serive 
' Prayer Meeting 
Wednesday 7:00p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
J Bible Study 
Wednesday 
Suppose He gives to us as we 
give to Him-what would our 
gifts be like? 
The wise men s aw both 
Mary and Jesus, but worshiped 
Him only. It was not unusual in 
biblical times for one to direct 
their worship toward human 
beings; however, the wise men 
realized that the child they had 
been led to was much more 
than the self-proclaimed gods 
of their day. 
The wise men fell down and 
worshiped the child. Even the 
gifts that they brought to the 
Christ Child expressed their 
worship. We do not know how 
much the wise men understood 
the One they worshiped. They 
obviously recognized Him as 
Israel's Messiah, for they hon-
ored Him as a true king. The 
wise men did what was tradi-
tion during a visit to royalty by 
offering gifts suitable for a 
king. 
stance to God out of gratitude. 
All that we receive comes from 
God. The real issue is not how 
much to keep for our own use, 
but how much to give back to 
God. 
Hope & Help, Inc. To 
Present Brief 
Overview Of MLK 
Hope & Help, Inc. will pre-
sent "I've Been to The Moun-
tain Top" on Sunday, January 
8, 1995, 3:30 p.m. at Good 
News Baptist Church 2355 
Pennsylvania Ave., Riverside. 
" I've Been to The Mountain 
Top" is a brief overview of the 
life of the Rev. Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. and his last 
speech recited in its entirety 
from memory by Rev. Johnny 
D. Harris. 
This event is free to the pub-
lic. For more information 
please call (909) 787-7743. 
a.m. at Valley Fellowship SDA 
Church, 275 E. Grove, Rialto, 
CA. 
Pastor Kerry Allison, Mace-
donia Baptist Church, will be 
the guest speaker. For mo re 
information, please call (909) 
874-5851. 
Avanzini To Speak 
At Life Changing 
Ministries 
John Avanzini will be the 
special guest speaker at Life 
Changing Ministries on Sun-
day, January 8, 10:00 a.m. and 
6:00 p.m., at 5395 North " F" 
Street, San Bernardino. 
Dr. Reginald Woods is Pas-
tor. For more information 




In Association with River of Life Christian Center 
presents 
"An Elegant Evening of Worship and Praise" 
(1993 BVN People's Cholco Award Winner) 
featuring 
Ira & Carla Jackson 
of Endearme·nt 
Ministries 
Matthew's purpose for 
including this account was to Valley Fellowship To 
Caring Christian Center of 
the Southern Baptist Confer-
ence announces it will relocat-
ed its Sunday Morning Wor-
ship services effective January 
8, 1995 to: The Valley Fellow-
ship SDA Church, 275 Grove 
St. 
Sunday, January 15th 
3030 Franklin Ave. prove Christ's messiahship by Hold 2nd Annual MLK 
showing that even Gentiles 
recognized it. As we ponder 
these events, we are reminded 
that our own worship should be 
expressed in part by giving 
gifts to God. 
Christians give of their sub-
B.T.U. 




Ephesian New Testament 




Seventh Day Adventist 
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA 
7347 Juniper Ave. 





Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor 
16888 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92336 
(909) 899-0777 
(see ad for services) 
Rev. Morris Buchanan 
Ecumenical Service 
The Valley Fellowship 
Church of Seventh-day Adven-
tists will hold their 2nd Annual 
MLK Day Ecumenical Service 
on Monday, January 16, 11:00 
GRAND TERRACE 
Church Glorious Christiqn 
Fellowship 
E. Orlando Dillion, Sr. Pastor 
11750 Mt. Vernon Ave. 
Grand Terrace, CA 92324 
(909)4 23-3035 




United Methodist Church 
Rev. Jefferson Emerson 
Masonic Lodge 
21400 Johnson Ave. 
Mead Valley, CA 
For t imes o f services call 
(909) 820-6176. 
P.O. Box 8831 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
(Currently meeting at Clover Dale 
Elementary School, 12050 Kitchi..,.? 
St., Comer of Ironwood and 
Kitching) 
(909) 485-2770 
Reverend James Franklin 
Weekly Services: 
Sunday Service: 10:30 a.m. 




1 New Hope Baptist 
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor 
19320 Spaulding 
Perris, CA 92370 
Riverside, CA 
For information, 
-call (909) 784/8545/874-5522 
RIA LTO 
Seventh Day Adventist 
. '. Valley Fellowship SDA 
,; . 275 E. Grove St. Ave 
Rialto, CA 92376 
Timothy Nixton, Pastor 
(909) 874-5851 
The Living Word Deliverance 
Center 
Pastors Harvey & Ilean Jones 
251 W. Foothill (Foothill Center) 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874-3539 
Sunday Services: 11:00 am 
12:30pm 





Pastor Leon Thompson 
Services at Calvary Arrowhead 
Mission Center 





Wed. Bible Study 








3361 Chicago Ave. 
Riverside, CA 9;2507 
(909) 686-7~ 5- ' 
Carl M. Legardy, Pastor 
O RDER OF SERVICE 
Bible Institute: 9:30 am 
M orning Worship: 10:45 pm 
Weekly Bible Study 
Church School: 10 am 
Worship Service: 11 am 
New Covenant Bible Church 








Allen Chapel AME Church 
4009Locust 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 686-9406 
Tuesday: 7:00 pm 
Women's Fellowship 1st & 3rd 
Thursday 7 :00 pm 
Intercessor Prayer 2nd & 4th 
Friday 7:00 pm 
AMOS TEMPLE 
2008 Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Blvd. 
Bordwell/Stratton Center 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 683-1567 
Worship Services 
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Pastor Raymond F. 
Williams 
- - - - -- -- ---
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH 
2911 Ninth Street 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(909)684-7532 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:15 a .m. 
Devotional Services 10:15 a.m . 






7:00p.m. Pastor T°. El I s w orth 
Gan tt, II 
16888 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92336 
(909)899-0777 
, , SUNDAY WORSIDP LOCA-
! TION: 
' Etiwanda High School 
13500 Victoria Ave. 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
SERVICE TIMES: 
Praise Celebration 9 a.m. 
Cathedral Worship 1 la.m. 
Great Family Assembly 6 p.m. 
TABERNA 
CHURCH 
1168 N. Watennan Ave. 
San Bernardino 
Schedule or Services 
-Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
-Sunday Worship 11 :00 a'.m. 
-Tuesday-Usher Meeting 7:00 p.m. 
-Tuesday Teen Meeting 7:30 p.m. 
-2nd and 4th Tuesday 
Laymen's Meeting 7:30 p.m. 
-Wednesday Prayer 
Meeting & Bible Class 7:30p.m. 
-Thursday-Choir 
Pastor Chuck Singleton 
Baptism Service 
at Fontana Location 7:30 p.m. 
Re~earsal · 7:30 p.m. 
-Fnday-Prayer Meeting 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday-Bible Class 11:00 p.m. 
-1st and 3rd Saturday 
Youth Meeting 4:00 p.m. 
( 
First Baptist Church 
288 E. Fifth Street 
P.O. Box 1399 
Perris, CA 92370 
Phone: (909) 657-3767 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday 
Early Morning Worship - 7:45 am 
Morning Worshlp-10:45 am 
Blble Study & Choir Practice -6 pm 
Tuesday 
Theology Class - 12 noon 
Mission - 1 :30 pm 
Wednesday 
Prayer Praise - 7 pm 
NEW JOY 
BAPTIST CHURCH 
Service held at: 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 











Rev. Marvin L. Brown 
Prayer Meeting and Bible 
Study 7:00 p.m. Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div. 
"E-veryone Is Welcome" 
GRACE BETHEL BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
10250 Cypress 
Riverside, CA 92503 
(909) 352-1688 
Rev. Levonzo Gray, Sr., Pastor 
..... . 
Order Of Seroices 
Sunday School 
Morning Worship 
Monday Evening Advanced Bible Study 
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting 
ST. PAUL AFRICAN 
METHODIST EPISCOPA 
CHURCH 
1355 W. 21st. Street 














7:00 p m 
7:00 pm 
I : .;.. - .. , _ _ • _, •.. , . 
The Black Voice News 
The Voices Of Destiny 
Held Concert 
The Voices of Destiny gospel singers held their Annual 
concert recently at Morning Star MBC. The Voices of Destiny, 
under the direction of Bro. Gary L. Brown, Founder were at 
their musical best as they premiered new original material, 
Including Jesus Knows, Praise to the Lord, Give Christ a 
Chance, and Comfort Me Lord. Jeralnthia Banks of the 
Corporation and Bobby Lee made special appearances. 
(Pictured above) Seated: Stacy Lewis, Gary L. Brown, 
Founder and Michael Starr. Standing: Brenda Brown, Scott 
Sanders, Lillian Lewis and LaKebra Jenkins. Not Pictured: 
Rene Hilland Wyvetta Johnson. 
New Years Eve Worship Service 
Sat., Dec. 31st at 9 p.m. 
New Hope Church of God In Christ 
254 S. Mt. Vernon 
San Bernardino, CA 
Pastor: Lenton Lenoir 
Come Rejoice In The Goodness Of The Lord. 
All Are Welcome 
(Service is Sponsored by area Pastor's) 
UINNAME 
CHURCH 
Rev. Frank Gray, Pastor 
22920 Allessandro Blvd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92552 
(Allessandro & Frederick) 
(909) 653-55(,() 




Seventh Day Adventist 
ansas Ave. SDA Church 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor 
4491 Kansas Avenue 










Youth Bible Service 
Friday Evening 







Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr. 
18991 Marioposa St. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
(9()()) 780-2240 
Sunday Services 
Prayer of Consecration 
Sunday School 








New Joy Baptist Church 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 
4491 Kansas Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
(see as for services) 
Park Avenue Baptist Church 
Rev. Campbell, Pastor 
1910 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-8782 
Sunday Service 














Rev. Frank Gray 
9:30 a.m. 
11 :00 a.m. 
7:00 p.m. Wednesday 
This Space Could 
Be Yours. Call 
(909) 889-0506 For 
Information. 
The Powerhouse COGIC 
Rev. McDowell 
2843 11th St. 














Church Of God In Christ 
Refreshing Spring Temple 
2883 7th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 784-0860 
Sunday School 9:20 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:15 a.m. 
Evening Service 6:30 a.m. 
Bible Study Wednesday Nights & 
activities for the children. 7:30 p.m. 
Pentecostal 
Riverside Faith Temple 
Revs. J. & B. Sims 
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue 










Riverside Christian Family 
Fellowship 
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr. 
Pastor 
1385 W. Blaine 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(909) 684-9160 
Sunday Service 
Victory Celebration l 0:00 a.m. 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 9th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
:... 
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MLK Orator To Speak At Cajon High School 
The Reverend Dennis M. Brown, noted orator and impressionist of Dr. 
Martin Luther King Jr., will 
speak at Cajon High School, in 
San Bernardino on January 11 , 
1995 at two assemblies. 
Rev. Brown will be speaking 
to a racially diverse student 
body, on several speeches of 
the slain Civil Rights Leader. 
Rev. Brown comments that the 
"Dream" must live on and 
thanks to Ms. Sharon Brown, 
teacher at Cajon, for helping to 
make it possible. Brown heard 
Rev. Brown, present one of Dr. 
King's speeches last year. 
Rev. Brown will also speak 
at the following schools this 
month, Bemis Elementary, 
M.L. King Middle Academy, 
Rio Vista Elementary, Rialto 
High, Frisbee Middle in Rialto 
and McKinley Elementary in 
Redlands, CA. 
Rev. Dennis M. Brown 
On January 15, 1995, at 3:30 
P.M., The Hol_y Spirit Deliver-
ance Ministries will Present 
"The Voice Of Martin" Featur-
ing The Reverend Dennis M. 
Brown of The Impact Min-
istries And Crusades and Tele-
vangelist on KCSB-TV 3 San 
Bernardino. Rev. Brown will 
render enactments of Dr. King's 
along with songs that were 
depicted during that era. The 
The Ultimate in Gospel Music 
lfl ll lt 
presents 
HIGHWAY To HEAVEN WITH 
Rev. LEROI LACEY 
SUNDAY- FRIDAY AT 6 PM 
and 
INSPIRATIONS ACRQSS AMERICA 
GOSPEL MUSIC COUNTDOWN 
THURSDAYS AT 9 PM 
call (909) 688-JJ70 for special advertising rates 
free program guide and bumper stickers 
New Beginnings and Acapella 
Male Group Infusion will be 
special guest, guest churches 
are also invited. The Church is 
located at 200 West Foothill 
Blvd., Rialto 
James Miller, Pastor. 
Rev. Brown will be a guest 
on Josephine Birdsong's "Voic-
es of Praise" KPRO , 1570 
• radio broadcast on January 7, 
1995, from 6:00 - 8:00 p.m. 
For information call 909-
820-0988 or 909820-5944. 
i~ · Has God Blessed You With 
~ AMiracle? 
Share Them With Our Readers. 
We Know Personally What God Can Do. Write Us 
With Yours. 
Send yours to: 
P.O. Box 1581 
Riverside, CA 92502 




1062 ·s. Foisy St. 
San Bernardino 
(909) 884-2210 
Rev. WIiiiam M. Jacks · 
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES: 
Sunday School .................................................... 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship ......... .................................. .... 11:00 a.m. ' 
Evening Worship .......... ...................................... 7:00 PM. 
;Wednesday Bible Study .................................... 7:0O.l>.M. 
- - . - . - .. ....- - . 




(at Tenth Streets) 
Riverside, CA 92501 
(909) 686-9406 
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES 
Sunday Services 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:00 a.m. 
· Wednesday Prayer & 
.I 





Sunday School 9:15 a.m. 
Devotional Services 10: 15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m. 
Service for Praise 6:00 p.m. 
(Sunday Evening Workshop) 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:45 p.m. 
St. John Baptist 
Rev. C. James, Pastor 
2433 10th Street 










Bright Star Missionary Baptist 














Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church 
2625 Avalon St. 
Rubidoux, California 92509 
(909) 276-8374 
Cleveland Hobdy Ill, Sr. Pastor 
Saturday Services 
Song Service 9: 15 a.m. 
Sabbath School 9:30 a.m. 
Church Service 11 :00 a.m. 
Adventist Youth Service 5:00 a.m. 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Baptist 
Bethesda Missionary Baptist 
Church 
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
Rev. Donald Osborne 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Worship Hour 11:00 a.m. 
Clwrch of God In Christ 
Carter Memorial 
1606 W. 11th St 
San Bernardino, CA 
(909) 381-4475 
New Hope COGIC 
254 So. Mnt. Vernon 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(9()()) 381-2662 
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor 
Sunday School: 9:45 am 
Morning Worship: 11 pm 
Evening Worship: 6 pm 
Pastor Teaching: 8 pm Tues. 
Evangelstic Worship: 8 pm Th 
· Non Denominational 
· Life Changing Ministries 
Dr. Reginald Woods 
5395-N. 'F' Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
(909)882-3277 
Pentecostal Inc. 
· Living Faith Full Gospel Church 
Rev. Joel Steward, Pastor 
Bioshop & Mrs. J.E. Stewart, 
Co-Pastors 
3153 N. Macy 
San Bernardino, CA 
(9()()) 887-1227 / 887-38()() 
Schedule Of Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Morning Worship 11:00a.m. 
Sunday Night 
Evangelistic Service 7:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Prayer Service 7:00 p.m. 
Wednesday Youth Service 7:00 p.m. 
Thursday Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Friday Choir Rehearsal 8:00 p.m. 
Macedonia Baptist Church 
Rev. C.A. Simpson 
2042 N. State St. . 







Worship Service 7:30 p.m. 
Come Over To Macedonia And 
Help Us! - Acts 16:9 
Mt. Olive Baptist Church 
2110 Ogden St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(9()()) 887-4864 
Order of Service 
Sunday School 10 a.m. 





ls Liste,d In 
Th_e Directory 
New Hope Baptist, S.B. 
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor 
1575 West 17th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 887-2526 Church 
Sunday Services 
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
B.T.U. 5:30 p.m. 
Evening Service 7:00 p.m. 
Nursery Services Provided 
Baptist 
New Life Missionary Baptist 
Church 
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 











Choir Rehearsal 7:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible 
Study 6:30 p.m. 
1st & 3rd Wednesday 
Mission Meeting 6:00 p.ll). 
Thursday 
Prayer & Praise 
Service 7:00 p.m. 
Radio Broadcast 
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial 
Saturday 1:00-2:00 p.m. 
\' 
New Vision Foursquare Gospel 
Church 
(Formerly Delman Heights) 
Pastors Jules Nelson, Ph.D and 
Lourdes Nelson 
"Heart of Revival Church" 
1890 W. 30th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(909)887-3013 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Celebration Service 11 :00 a.m. 
Evangelic Service 6:30 p.m. 




St. Paul AME Church 
Rev. Charles Brooks 
1355 W. 21st Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(9()()) 887-1718 
(see ad for services) 
Temple Missionary Baptist Church 
Pastor Raymond Turner 
1583 Union Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(909) 888-2038 
"Faith is the substance of things 
hoped for, the evidence of things 
not seen." 
(see ad for worship times) 
Moreno Valley 
Quinn Chapel AME 
Rev. Frank Gray Pastor 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
(909) 653-6650 / 









Free-Way Missionary Baptist 
Church 
Rev. Alvin B. Hill, Pastor 
22545 Barton Road Ste. 111 
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Raiders Out Of Playoffs; Clippers Shaq Attacked 
I 
·" 
"We can scratch our heads 
about what could be or not be . 
. . When you have the type of 
talent we have on this team and 
not see it materialize, is kind of 
weird,''. said Raiders quarter-
back Vince Evans, who came 
on in relief of an injured Jeff 
Hostetler in the waning 
moments of the fourth quarter 
and promptly hoisted a 65-yard 
touchdown pass to Alexander 
Wright. 
About his touchdown bomb 
he noted: "We should be mak-
ing this type of play five or six 
times a game, with the world 
class speed we have on this 
team." 
FINISHING TOUCH: Raider's Eddie Anderson (#33) prepares to put the finishing touch on Added Back Harvey Williams: "This is the NFL, 
anything can happen and we 
proved it by not making the 
playoffs. With the talent we 
have on this team no way 
should we be sitting at home 
watching it on T. V." 




' With 19-9 Victory 
By LELAND STEIN III 
BVN Sports Editor 
Pacific High School star. "I just 
moved to the ball and ran as 
fast as I could. The whole team 
got very excited about it." 
Added Raider coach Art 
Shell: "I wouldn't say it was 
the back breaker, but it hurt." 
Hurt say Shell? Yes, it hurt 
and hurt badly. 
Consider the Raiders were 
LOS ANGELES - Vacation on the Chiefs' 23-yard line 
came earlier than expected or with only 12 seconds remain-
anticipated for the Raiders at ing in the half. A field goal or 
the Coliseum before a sellout touchdown would have made 
crowdof64,130. the score either 7-6 or 10-7; 
11 With destiny in their own quite a different scenario. 
11 hands the Raiders came out flat Even the Raider's defense, 
and uninspired, in losing 19-9 which has been the solidifying 
to long time rival and nemesis force for the team all year, 
the Kansas City Chiefs. could not make the plays when 
The game was a do-or-die it had to. Kansas City raked up 
~ contest for the Silver & Black, 422 total offensive yards 
and they died a painful death at against the proud Raider's 
• the hands of the Joe Montana defense. The heart of the team, 
· Jed Chiefs. With New England its defensive line, let ex-Raider 
: and Cleveland winning, it was Marcus Allen plow for 133 
a must win for the Raiders. A yards rushing. The Raiders• 
' must win they could not rise to showing was a total break-
• the occasion for. down. 
' Well, the Raiders started in "The plan was to wear them 
' a funk and ended that way. down and run the ball," said 
Kansas 'City took a com- Allen, who went over the 
manding 14-3 halftime lead on 10,000 yard career rushing 
the strength of a 47-yard first mark. "The Chiefs as a team 
quarter touchdown catch by always feel superior in terms of 
• Willie Davis from Montana, conditioning and things like 
and a back breaking 78-yard that." 
interception return by comer Added Chiefs' quarterback 
t back Mark Collins. Joe Montana, who passed for 
" "It (the interception) was a 214 yards and a touchdown: 
• big very big play," said Collins "We were able to mix the run 
to get our fair share of yards 
with the run and it allowed us 
the opportunity to make some 
big plays with the pass when 
needed." 
The Chiefs, who own the 
Raiders lately, winning 11 out 
of the past 13 contests, put the 
finishing touches on one of the 
most disappointing Raider sea-
sons in recent memory. It was 
an exercise in frustration all 
season, as the team that has 
Super Bowl type talent could 
never manifest that potential 
into a consistent winning pro-
gram. 
A season of unfulfil led 
hopes and dreams have ended 
with a loss at home againsfthe 
hated Kansas City Chiefs. 
Allen and Montana took it to 
the boys whose only lasting 
remembrance of this lost sea-
son will be the NFL record 15 6 
penalties they enacted. 
NOT QUITE: Anthony Smith of the Raiders stretches high in 
an attempt to block Joe Montana's pass. Photo by Gary 
Montgomary-BVN 
~ the former San Bernardino in with the pass. We were able \----------------1111111111111-~~~~~--Grambling's Man Of Vision ·Nicholson: 
BY HOWIE EVANS 
NEW YORK - Grambling coach Eddie 
Robinson, the 75-year-old legend, is in the 
national spotlight as he counts. down to 400 
career victories, the ultimate coaching 
achievement, but the honor must be shared 
with the late. Ralph Waldo Emerson Jones, 
the Grambling president who launched the 
revolution that moved Black college athlet-
ics from the boondocks, and his old side 
kick, Collie J. Nicholson, who was the idea 
man behind much of what Gambling did. 
Over 200 awards and citations have 
been awarded to. Robinson through the 
years. Frankly, his impact on college is 
almost beyond comparison. Football fans 
everywhere are familiar with his productive 
career, but Nicholson was his energetic 
spirit. 
Nicholson made friends in corporaie 
America for Grambling and influenced 
media moguls with hard work, a perpetual 
handshake and a contagious smile. 
He kept the nation informed about 
Grambling. His copy was colorful, infor-
m,ative and distinctive. He· had a new pro-
motional idea for each occasion. 
There has never been a more satisfacto-
ry pairing of a college president, a coach 
and public relations director. , 
Nicholson was the alter ego of both 
President Jones and coach Robinson. Just 
how important was he in the Grambling 
scheme of things? When he retired, Gram-
bling had 34 players on NFL teams. Now 
they have just eight. Same great coach with 
outstanding teams, but minus Nicholson's 
personal commitment, saturation publicity 
and the support that created the Grambling 
mystique. 
Think about it. Over 200 Grambling 
stars have cavorted in the NH..; thousands 
are productive citizens; the band is world 
famous. 
Of course, "Prez" Jones and Robinson 
were the catalyst for all this, but Nicholson 
provided the promotional genius that made 
it all work. 
The Bayou Classic, the crown jewel in 
Black college football - a million dollar 
extravaganza played in the Superdome -
was his idea, as were other big Grambling 
games coast to coast. 
He made market-based presentation for 
corporate sponsorship of games in big sta-
diums , badgered invitations for appear-
ances for Grambling Marching Show Band 
for halftimes in three Super Bowls, secured 
official designation for the band to make 
State Department trips to Africa, and man-
aged the ultimate by negotiating a football 
contract for Grambling to play in Tokyo in 
1976 and 1977 without the ability to speak 
the language. 
Grambling enjoyed wonderful trips to 
Japan two years running and the band made 
five trips, also. 
Pioneer electronics and other sponsors 
spent over $600,000 each year for Gram-
bling 's participation. 
Significantly, Nicholson started the 
overseas junket to Japan that has attracted 
Notre Dame, Nebraska, Miami, USC, 
Michigan State, Oklahoma to the Mirage 
Bowl. 
Robinson and Nicholson are members 
of the Louisiana Sports Hall of Fame, a 
natural progression for their accomplish-
ments. 
Coach Robinson's dazzling career has 
been perfectly framed by an adoring media, 
but give some credit to the Grambling sup-
port team, the late "Prez" Jones and Collie 
J. for their crusading zeal. They earned it 
by turning ideas that existed only in their 
minds into one of the big sports stories of 
the century. 
Evans is the Sport Editor of the New 
York Amsterdam News 
ABOVE THE CROWD: Shaq rises above the pack to 
slam one of his 32 points. Photo by Cassandra Ovarby-BVN 
By LELAND STEIN III 
BVN Sports Editor 
LOS ANGELES - It's a 
year later and the Orlando 
Magic is climbing higher and 
higher, after coming off the 
most successful year in the 
team's young history - finish-
ing 50-32. 
Orlando has started out on 
fire and have the best record in 
the NBA this year, at 22-5, and 
are leading the NBA Eastern 
Division by seven games ove-r 
the second place New York 
Knicks. 
In particular, center 
Shaquille O'Neal is leading the 
NBA in scoring at 30 points 
per game, and is learning how 
to play the double teams , 
besides adding _a couple new 
post moves to his arsenal of 
drop steps and spin moves. He 
also is learning how to use his 
' strength in fighting for low post 
positioning. 
Against the Clippers at the 
Sports Arena before the largest 
home crowd of the year, 
12,498, Shag displayed all 
those moves and more against a 
fired up Clipper squad that 
came ready to play and was in 
the ballgame until rookie Lam-
ond Murray went out with an 
ankle injury in the third quarter. 
O 'Neal dunked the Clips, 
connecting on 14 of 16 shots, 
that included a fan pleasing 8 
slams. He finished with 32 
points, 20 in the second in lead-
ing the Magic to a 102-91 vic-
tory over the Clippers. 
"Coach (Bill) Fitch told me 
to play like a shark instead of a 
fish tonight," said Clipper cen-
ter Matt Fish, who collected 
three fouls in five minutes. 
"He's just so big that you wres-
tle him, send people to double 
him, and he still backs you 
down." 
Added 6-8 forward Charles 
Outlaw, who tried to guard 
Shag: "There just aren't too 
many people in this league that 
can guard him one on one. You 
get between him and the basket 
- and wait for some help." ' 
Sure the Magic are led by 
the O'Neal, but they do have a 
cast that is solid in its own 
right. Nick Anderson, Anfemee 
Hardaway and Horace Grant, 
the former Chicago Bull All-
Star. With this supporting 
group it's easy to see why they 
are not surprised at their great , 
start. 
"We are not surprised," said 
Anderson. "We know what we 
can do as a team, we just need 
to go out and perform consis-
tent every night." 
Concurred Hardaway: "We 
wanted as a team to get out 
early, and we are playing like 
we thought we could. Every-
body is real positive and 
focused on winning. Plus, 
Horace has brought that cham-
pionship mentality and defense ' 
to the team." 
Added Grant: "The sky is 
the limit for this team. There is 
no pressure on me or the team. 
I think the guys respect me as a 
leader because of the champi-
onships and stuff I 've been 
through." 
PENNY RISING: Penny Hardaway slides by Clipper 
Lamond Murray with a back hand layup. Photo by 
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. Five Join Cal State University Advisory Board 
Five leading Inland Empire citizens are joining the Cal State, San Bernardino 
University Advisory Board at 
the invitation of President 
Anthony H. Evans. 
They are Bob Botts, manag-
er for the Office of Business 
Development in the city of San 
Bernardino's Economic Devel-
opment Agency; Lynn Hirtz, 
co-owner of Dan's Lawnmow-
er Service and a councilwoman 
for the city of Rialto; Ray 
Quinto, retired chief of 
research operations for the V.A. 
Medical Center in Loma Linda; 
Larry Sharp, president of the 
San Bernardino County Central 
Credit Union; and Paul 
Woodruff, recently retired from 
the California State Assembly. 
Botts, Hirtz and Woodruff 
all are graduates of Cal State, 
San Bernardino. 
A San Bernardino native, 
Botts has worked in manufac-
turing, exporting and owned a 
retail children 's department 
before joining the Economic 




Three women and two men are being invited to 
. interview between 
midJanuary and early February 
for the athletic director posi-
tion at Cal State, San 
Bernardino, reports Judi th 
Rymer, vice president for uni-
versity relations. 
The women include Nancy 
Simpson, Victorville resident, 
who has been serving as the 
associate athletic director at 
Cal State since July. 
Betty Werner of Highlands 
Ranch, CO, has 13 years ' o 
experience as a women's ath-
letic director and an associate 
athletic director, most recently 
at Drake University, which is a 
Division I school. 
Joanne Fortunato of Marl-
bo.rough, NH, is the former 
athletic director at Keene State 
College. 
The men include Turlock, 
CA resident Joseph Donahue, 
who, for the past five years, 
has served as the athletic direc-
tor for Cal State, Stanislaus. 
Wayne Edwards of Dracut, 
Mass., is the athletic director 
of the University of Mas-
sachusetts, Lowell. 
The Cal State, San 
Bernardino athletic directo 
search is being conducted by a 
committee of university facul-
ty, staff, administrators, 
CSUSB alumni and communi-
ty representatives. Ryme 
chairs the committee. 
this y_ear. He formerly was 
executive vice president for 
Santa Fe Federal Savings & 
Loan and also served as an 
administrative assistant to State 
Senator William E. Coombs. A 
longtime activist in the com-
munity, Botts currently is a 
member of the Chamber of 
Commerce, Masonic Lodge 
and the Elles Club. 
A former school teacher, 
Hirtz has been active political-
ly in Rialto with a wide range 
of causes, including chairing 
the city 's anti-grafini program, 
anti-drug and gang task force 
and the Teen Center Commit-
tee. In addition to her youth-
centered interests, she is 
involved with the Rialto Cham-
ber of Commerce's economic 
development efforts and chairs 
the Waste Management/Edco 
Disposal Monthly Review 
Committee. She is a member of 
the countywide bodies dealing 
with solid waste management 
and anti-drug and gang issues. 
In addition to serving Cal 
State, Hirtz is a member and 
past president of the Rialto 
William Davis, a pro-fessional ventrilo-quist, volunteered 
his services to talk about bus 
safety with students at Bonnie 
Oehl Elementary School 
recently. Billed as the comedy 
te am of Dave and Richard, 
Davis' performance delighted 
his young audience which 
included his own daughter, a 
first grader at Bonnie Oehl. His 
light hearted approach to his 
theme made a positive impres-
sion on the student's. 
Davis has appeared national-
Rotary, Business and Profes-
sional Women, American 
Association of University 
Women, the Chamber of Com-
merce, the Community Schol-
arship Association and the Art 
Foundation. 
Yucaipa resident Quinto has 
more than 30 years of federal 
service to his credit, the last 
tialf of which was spent head-
ing the medical research pro-
gram at the V.A. Medical Cen-
ter and Loma Linda University. 
He has served as the executive 
director and founder of a Cali-
fornia nonprofit research cor-
poration that helped channel 
more than $7 million toward 
150 medical research projects 
per year. An active member of 
the U.S. Naval Reserve, Quinto 
holds the rank of commander 
in the medical service corps. 
His civic service includes 
membership on the boards of 
the American Red Cross, the 
American Cancer Society and 
the San Bernardino County 
Center Democratic Committee 
His interests include the acces-
sibility of higher education for 
ly and internationally and also 
has many local performances to 
his credit, including the Black 
History Parade, San Bernardino 
Black Athletics Hall of Fame 
Awards and San Bernardino 
Black History Cabaret Concert. 
He is available for school pro-
the region's citizens. 
With more than 29 years of 
credit union management expe-
rience, Sharp has led the San 
Bernardino County Central 
Credit Union to quadruple its 
asset size during his 12-year 
tenure as CEO and president. 
Now the fourth largest locally 
owned financial institution in 
the Inland Empire, the San 
Bernardino County Central 
Credit Union has assets of 
$200 million. His professional 
affiliations include member-
ship on the board of directors 
of Payment Systems for Credit 
Unions, and chairmanship of 
the Financial Service Centers 
Corporation. He is a former 
president of the San Bernardi-
no Area Chamber of Com-
merce, a trustee for the San 
Bernardino County Employees 
Retirement Association, and a 
member of the boards for San 
Bernardino's More Attractive 
Community Foundation, Inland 
Action and the Inland Empire 
Economic Partnership. 
First elected to the State 
Assembly in 1988, Woodruff 
grams, banquets, city events, 
etc. and can be reached at 909/ 
885-7173. 
Bonnie Oehl Elementary is 
part of the San Bernardino City 
Unified School District. 
SIMBAS HOLIDAY CALENDAR 
Sim.bas Restaurant 
190 N. S unrise Way 
(619) 778-7630 
-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-
Holiday Hours: 1-8 p.m. 
December 24, December 31 (closed Christmas Day) 
To Guarantee Seating, Reservations Suggested 
$15.99 all-you-can eat Buffet 
~ £114. 12/24 
Chitterlings, Missouri Cut Pork Ribs, Shrimp Gumbo 
Roasted Chicken, Fried Chicken ' 
Nw Y½'1i &. 12/31 
Smoked Prime Rib, Pit Roasted Duckling, Leg of Lamb, 
Roasted Chicken, Grilled Fish, Fried Chicken 
Regular Buffet Sides Featured With Each Meal 
Yams, Greens, Black Eyed Peas, Pinto Beans, 
Rice Mashed Potatoes & Gravy, Macaroni & Cheese, 
Bread. Fruit Bar & Salad Bar. Beverage Featured 
Desserts 
Peach Cobbler, Sweet Potatoes Pie, Banana Pudding, 
Cinnamon Bread Pudding 
New Year's Day Half Time Bowl Packs To-Go 
$21.11 tM/. (~ S-1) ~~ (. Y~ Nc-wl 
Ribs, Chicken, BBQ Beef, BBQ Beans, Pinto Beans, Cole Slaw, 
Rice, Bread 
Open New Year's Day, usual Menu & Buffet ($8.99) 
Special Buffet Addit ions: 
Drunken Peppered Goat, Catfish, Hushpuppies, & Pork Chops 
served as the Republican 
Assembly Caucus chairman, 
secretary and elections chair-
man during his tenure. He was 
the recipient of the Free Speech 
Award by Common Cause for 
declining to accept honoraria 
while in office. A Forest Falls 
resident, Woodruff led the 
effort to incorporate Yucaipa in 
1987. His interest in politics 
dates back to 1978 when he 
joined the Republican Central 
Committee of San Bernardino 
County. He has been a member 
of the state Republican central 
committee since 1982. Now 
serving as a senior fellow for 
public policy at the Denver-
based Center for the New West, 
Woodruff will be involved in 
analyses of policy on economic 
development , international 
trade and technology. His com-
munity service includes the 
Native Sons of the Golden 
West and the Yucaipa Lions 
Club. 
Appointed by President 
Anthony H. Evans, Cal State, 
San Bernardino 's University 
Advisory Board members pro-
vide counsel to Cal State offi-
cials during a four-year term. 
The board now is chaired by 
Edward Hill , Jr. , commercial 
real estate broker, who suc-
ceeds San Bernardino attorney 
Bruce Varner. 




Many good wishes a re 
expressed at weddings, pre-
wedding dinners and parties. 
Most people are rendered 
speechless and at a loss for 
words when it 's their tum to 
speak. The secret is to know 
exactly what you are going to 
say and choose your' speech 
early. Here are some tried and 
true messages from Jo Pachams 
"Wedding toast and speeches 
"Finding the perfect words". 
" Happy marriages begin 
when we marry the one we 
love, and they blossom . when 
we love the one we married". 
Sam Levenson 
"The great secret of a suc-
cessful marriage is to treat all 
disasters as incidents and none 
of the incidents as disasters." 
Harold Nicholson 
"A coward is incapable o 
exhibiting love; it is the prerog-
ative the brave." Mahatma 
Ghandi 
"Love is not a matter o 
counting the years; it is making 
the years count." William 
Smith 
"Never go to bed mad, stay 
up and fight" Phyllis Diller 
"Marriage is three parts love 
and seven parts forgiveness." 
Langdon Mitchell 
''The supreme happiness o 
life is the conviction of being 
loved for yourself, or in spite 
of yourself." Victor Hugo 
"Always be kinder than nec-
essary." James M. Barrie 
"To keep your marriage . 
brimming with love in the lov-
ing cup, whenever you 're 
wrong admit it; w1len you 're 
right shut up!" Ogden Nash. 
AFFORDABLE 
SEHIOR BOUSING 
AYAPsABLE IN PAI.Ill 
SPRINGS 
A 60 -unit, one-story, gated 
community with covered parking will 
open in the Spring of 1996. Rent is 
based on 30% of monthly income 
for those who qualify. 
Eligibility requirements are: 
-applicants must be at least 62 years of 
age 
- income does not exceed $14,800/year 
for sing le persons 
-and $16,900/year for couples. 
We will begin accepting applications 
December 12th. 
To apply, please call : 
1-800-353-7685 
(Monday, Wednesday, or Friday between 
l 
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Jeff Hill's Funeral Draws Hundreds 
Hundreds attended the funeral of Jeff A. Hill, 32, Deputy Sheriff, and founder 
of the S.E.L.F. (Self. 
Education, Law Enforcement, 
and Family) organization. 
Even Natalie Cole, Martin's 
Tommy Ford, and Maulana 
Karenga (Kwanzaa founder) 
paid their respects to the officer 
who was killed in a head on 
collision with a drunk driver. 
The 22 year old drunk driver 
was driving on the wrong side 
of the freeway near Devore, 
California where the 15 and 
215 meet. Hill was on his w~y 
to work at the Victorville 
Sheriff's station. 
Hundreds of Peace Officers 
in unifonn were there from as 
far away as northern Califor-
nia's Bay Area. 
Pastor Chuck Singleton, 
Hill's former pastor helped 
officiate the nearly 3 hour long 
service. 
A most tearful time came as 
the Sheriff Dick Williams out-
going Sheriff, Captain Blake 
Brinkerhoff and Hill's boss Lt. 
Chuck Burris,(he will be a Cap-
tain next week) presented 
Hill's wife, Linda, with his 
badge. 
Singleton said for the short 
time Jeff Hill was here he 
encouraged other people to 
seek God's face. He was dedi-
cated to serving the living 
Christ. Singleton said he had 
mixed emotions about the 
beautiful life of Hill's 32 years. 
Resolutions were presented 
by his church Temple Mission-
ary Baptist, Congressman 
George E. Brown, Senator 
Rubin S. Ayala, San Bernardi-
no Board of Supervisors, S.B. 
City, Rialto Mayor John 
Longville, Councilwoman 
Valerie Pope-Ludlam, Assem-
blyman Joe Baca, Inland 
Empire Black Peace Officer's 
Association, Westside Action, 




ture Foundation. •. 
Police Chiefs who knew Jeff 
on a person level because of his 
concern for the youth spoke 
about his legacy. Rialto's Den-
nis Hegwood and Inglewood's 
Dr. Oliver Thompson, said he 
left a legacy of work. "God 
gave Jeff a ministry, a seeds 
ministry and God gives the 
increase," said Thompson. 
Jerry Jones President of the 
Inland Empire Black Peace 
Officers Association called Hill 
a young man with talent. "He 
didn't know the meaning of 
"no." Jeff was a go getter and 
worked at bringing people 
together." 
Dr. Karenga, spoke of how 
the S.E.L.F. program fit into the 
seven principles of Kwanzaa. 
Dr. Melvin Wade, Pastor of 
Mt. Moriah in Los Angeles, the 
Hill family church, told two 
stories, one about the toy 
"Weebols" they wobble but 
they don't fall down. The other 
was how a man named Hillary 
was nearing the top of Mt. 
Everest; cameramen came from 
around the world to see him do 
it, as he was just reaching the 
top of the mountain , a cloud 
swooped down and no one 
could see the remarkable fete. 
Perplexed, the news headline 
writers had to come up with a 
headline; Last Seen Reaching 
the Top. Jeffrey was last seen 
reaching the top," he said. 
Pastor Ray Turner in his 
Eulogy, told of the accomplish-
ments of Jeffrey and his com-
mitment to his church. He 
explained how thorough Jeff 
was in preparing the Self, Edu-
cation, Law Enforcement and 
Family organization. His pro-
gram started where the greatest 
need was, with the youth. It 
wasn't a Black thing it had 
grown beyond that. He shared 
it with the Hispanic officers. 
SELF is about saving all young 
people. 
Turner then explained to the 
congregation, why people die. 
He said, " When God created 
man his plan was perfect, we 
-_;·'(\<: ..  : ~ 1.•\\ / ·. 
(¢.I· ~ ' 
~ ·· 
Pallbearers carry the remains of Jeff HIii. 
were not going to die. When as I'm breathing S.E.L.F. will 
He created Heaven and Earth not die," he said. 
everything was in order. Then "Weep, but not as those who 
He decided to give man the have no hope," said Turner. 
ability to choose. It was the The hundreds of unifonned 
only thing He did differently. officers, three rows deep lined 
He said don't touch the tree, the pathway to the hearse as 
they did and that's when sin pallbearers carried the casket, 
entered the world. As a result followed by the family mem-
of sin death entered the world. hers. 
God cursed the world, and the Pallbearers were : Quentin 
Bible says God was sorry He Burrell, John Lawson, Bernard . 
ever made them. Because God Hauser, Jeffrey Kelley, Victor · 
is a spirit, and man became sin- Ricks and Gerald Jones. 
ful, He always tried to get back The arrangements were by 
w.ith that relationship . God Tillie's Memorial Chapel in 
however, refused to leave us in San Bernardino. 
that state. When He saw man Hill leaves his wife, Linda, 
was lost, he separated Himself, son, Jabrael Ali , daughter, 
into Jesus, came to earth, lived Kaylie Rose, mother Ernestine, 
and died. That is why Chris- sister, Benita, brothers, Ronald, 
tians are so excited about Jesus. Carl, Anthony, Tony and Mar-
Flesh cannot enter, (the King- tin and a host of relatives and 
dom) because it was made friends to cherish his memo . 
from sin. To be absent from the -y · 
body is to be with 
God ..... Before the devil knew 
Jeff was gone he was in the 
presence of God. We will miss 
him but he is already home." . ' . ~· ··.: { 
• _, ✓,: /~ ): 
,-"'~ < 
~ '" ~~ 
He reminded everyone that 
Jesus is going to return and that 
it wasn't to late to seek Him. 
Also he made the declaration 
that it is not too late to get 
involved in S.E.L.F. "As long 
Maulana Karenga, his wife 
and WIima Carter. 
'' 
~WAY! 
Sheriff Dick Williams makes presentation of Hill's badge to 
Linda and, Jabrael All. 
Chuck Slngle,ton, Natalle Colt~ and other famlly members. 
Volkswagen 
' ' •• 
earance 
JETTAS, PAS ~TS l:I GOLFS 
1600 Camino Real, San Bernardino 
Lincoln • _ Mer~ury • Volkswagen 
Tax rate based on 7.5%. AJI prices are plus tax, license, document fees on approved credit Subject to 
prior sale. Sale prices not apply to leases. 
Service & Parts 
Open Sat. I A.M. • 3 P.M. 
FIRST TIME BUYERS 
WELCOME! WE MAY HAVE 
A Pl. A" I "I- I I ,. ... - •• ' 
YOUR CREDIT STARTt:u 
WITH A NEW CAR 
The Black Voice News 





$23,741 - $50,335 
(based on appropriate 
placement according 
to coursework/years; 
medical, dental and 
accident insurances; 
APPLICATION 
DEADLINE January 6, 
1995; valid California 
Credential authorizing 
Service in Math 
required. District 
application & copy of 
credential must be on 




1151 North "A" St. 
Perris, CA 92570-1909 
909/ 943-6369 











Bachelor's degree in a 
related field & 5 yrs of 
progressively 




success in major 
gifts, annual fund 
raising, corporate & 
foundation relations, 














with staff, students, 
the general public, & . 
volunteers. Evidence 
of sensitivity to & 
understanding of the 
diverse academic, 
socio-economic, 
cultural, disability & 






BE RECEIVED BY: 
4PM, JAN 13, 1995 
POSTMARKS NOT 
ACCEPTED! 
The College will be 
closed for the 





4800 Magnolia Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92506 












vendor, agency and 
direct selling skills a 
must. 
Send resume to: 
KMEN/KGGI RADIO 
2001 Iowa Avenue, 
Ste. 200 






Classifieds & Legals 
FICTITIOUS BUSINF.SS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following persons(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
NEW AGE INTERACTIVE 
1251 Massachusetts Ave. #92 
Riverside, CA 92507 
IDRISSA ENHARO MANLEY 
1251 Massachusetts Ave. #92 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business is conducted by 
an individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed herein. 
s/Idrlssa Enharo Manley 
The filing or this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 eL seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on October 10, 1994. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in mv office. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 






The following persons(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
CATCHSS 
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. 
Bldg. 100 Ste. 150 




This business is conducted by a 
corporation. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious name or names listed 
above on 9/1/94. 
The filing of !,his statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state or a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. I.WOO eL seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk or Riverside 
County on October 24, 1994. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my omce. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 






The following persons(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
I.RIVERSIDE MOVING & 
STORAGE 
2.REDLANDS MOVING & 
STORAGE 
1107-D Park Ave. 
Redlands, CA 92373-8005 
BRAZIL VAN & STORAGE 
California 
This business is conducted by a 
corporation. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious name or names listed 
above on 9/1/94. 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq, b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on November 9, 1994. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on rue In my omce. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 




The following persons(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
AROUND THE WORLD OR 
AROUND THE WORLD 
IMPORT/EXPORT 
12240 Perris Blvd., Suite 218 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
DONALD C. WIGGINTON 
14410 Agave SL 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business is conducted by 
an individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed herein. 
s/Donald C. Wigginton 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another-under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on December 9, 1994. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file In my omce. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO. 948265 
p/12/15,22,29/94 & 1/5/95 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following persons(s) is 
(are) doing business as: 
IMANI PRODUCTIONS 
4662 Park Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
JEAN DENNY 
4662 Park Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business is conducted by 
an individual. 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious name or names listed 
above on 12/9/94. 
s/Jean Denny 
The ming of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state or a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 eL seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on December 9, 1994. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO. 948257 
p/12/15,22,29/94 & 1/5/95 
NOTICE OF PETITION TO 
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF 
JACK W. ROGERS 
case number p-68507 
To all heirs, beneficiaries, 
creditors, and persons who 
may otherwise be interested In 
the will or estate, or both of 
JACK W. ROGERS, JACK 
WILLIAM ROGERS 
A PETITION has been filed by 
ARNOLD HASSLER in the 
Superior court or California, 
County of Riverside. THE 
PETITION requests that 
ARNOLD HASSLER be 
appointed as personal 
representative to administer 
the estate of the decedenL THE 
PETITION requests the 
decedent's WILL and codicils, 
If any, be admitted to probate. 
The will and any codicils are 
available for examination in 
the file kept by the court. 
THE PETITION requests 
authority to administer the 
estate under the Independent 
Administration of Estates Act. 
(This authority will allow the 
personal representative to take 
many actions without obtaining 
court approval. Before taking 
certain very important actions, 
however, the personal 
representative will be required 
to give notice to interested 
persons unless they have 
waived notice or consented to 
the proposed action.) The 
independent administration 
authority will be granted 
unless an Interested person 
rues an objection to the petition 
and shows good cause why the 
court should not grant the 
authority. 
A HEARING on tbc petition 
will be held on CONTINUED 
TO JANUARY 5, 1995 at 9:30 
In Dept.: 1. 
IF YOU OBJECT to the 
granting of the petition, you 
should appear at the hearing 
and state your objections of file 
written objections with the 
court before the hearing. Your 
appearance may be in person 
or by your attorney. 
IF YOU ARE A CREDITOR 
or a contingent creditor of the 
deceased, you must file your 
claim with the court and mall a 
copy to the personal 
representative appointed by 
the court within four months 
from the date of first Issuance 
of letters as provided in section 
9100 of the California Probate 
Code. The time for filing 
claims will not expire before 
four months from the bearing 
date noticed above. 
YOU MAY EXAMINE the file 
kept by the courL If you are a 
person interested In the estate, 
you may rue with the court a 
formal Request for Special 
Notice of the filing of an 
Inventory and appraisal of 
estate assets or of any petition 
or account as provided In 
section 1250 of the California 
Probate Code. A Request for 
Special Notice form is available 
from the court clerk. Attorney 
for petitioner: ELAINE A. 
ROGERS 945 Fourth Avenue, 
San Diego, CA 92101. 
/p/12/8,15,22/94 
NOTICE OF PETITION TO 
ADMINISTER ESTATE OF 
PERRY JAMF.S BRONSON 
case number p-68508 
To all heirs, beneficiaries, 
creditors, and persons who 
may otherwise be interested In 
the will or estate, or both of 
JACK W. ROGERS, JACK 
WILLIAM ROGERS 
A PETITION has been filed by 
ARNOLD HASSLER In the 
Superior court of California, 
County of Riverside. THE 
PETITION requests that 
ARNOLD HASSLER be 
appointed as personal 
representative to administer 
the estate or the decedenL THE 
PETITION requests the 
decedent's WILL and codicils, 
If any, be admitted to probate. 
The will and any codicils are 
available for examination in 
the me kept by the court. 
THE PETITION requests 
authority to administer the 
estate under the Independent 
Ad ministration of Estates Act. 
(This authority will allow the 
personal representative to take 
many actions without obtaining 
court approval. Before taking 
certain very important actions, 
however, the personal 
representative will be required 
to give notice to interested 
persons unless they have 
waived notice or consented IO 
PageB-4 
the proposed action.) The 
independent administration 
authority will be granted 
unless an Interested person 
files an objection to the petition 
and shows good cause why the 
court should not grant the 
authority. 
A HEARING on the petition 
will be held on CONTINUED 
TO JANUARY 5, 1995 at 9:30 
In Dept.: l located at 3980 
Orange, Riverside, California. 
IF YOU OBJECT to the 
granting of the petition, you 
should appear at the hearing 
and state your objections of file 
written objections with the 
court before the hearing. Your 
appearance may be In person 
or by your attorney. 
IF YOU ARE A CREDITOR 
or a contingent creditor of the 
deceased, you must me your 
claim with the court and mail a 
copy to the personal 
representative appointed by 
the court within four months 
from the date of first ls.wance 
ofletters as provided in section 
9100 or the California Probate 
Code. The time for filing 
claims will not expire before 
four months from the hearing 
date noticed above. 
YOU MAY EXAMINE the file 
kept by the court. If you are a 
person Interested in the estate, 
you may file with the court a 
formal Request for Special 
Notice of the filing of an 
Inventory and appraisal of 
estate assets or of any petition 
or account as provided in 
section 1250 orthe California 
Probate Code. A Request for 
Special Notice form Is available 
from the court clerk. Attorney 
for petitioner: ELAINE A. 
ROGERS 945 Fourth Avenue, 
San Diego, CA 92101. 
/p/12/8,15,22/94 
NOTICE OF PETITION TO 
ADMINISTER F.STATE 
0: LOIS STEPHENSON, AKA 
LOIS C. STEPHENSON, AKA 
LOIS S. STEPHENSON 
CASE NUMBER 068696 
To. all heirs, beneficiaries, 
creditors, contingent creditors, 
and persons who may 
otherwise be interested in the 
will or estate, or both, of: LOIS 
STEPHENSON, AKA LOIS C. 
STEPHENSON, AKA LOIS S. 
STEPHENSON 
A PETITION has been fll.ed 
by: RACHEL M. FURLONG 
In the Superior Court of , 
California, County of 
RIVERSIDE 
THE PETITION requests the 
deadent's WILL and codicils, 
if any, be admitted to probate. 
The will and any codicils are 
available for examination in 
the med kept by the courL 
THE PETITION requests 
authority to administer the 
estate under the Independent 
Administration of Estates Act. 
(This authority will allow the 
personal representative to take 
many actions without obtaining 
court approval. Before taking 
certain very Important actions, 
however, the personal 
representative will be required 
to give notice to interested 
persons unll!S! they have 
waived notice or consented to 
the proposed action.) The 
independent administration 
authority will be granted 
unless an Interested person 
mes an objection to the petition 
and shows rood cause why the 
court should not grant the 
authority. 
A HEARING on the petition 
will be held on 1·12-95 at 9:30 
a.m. in Dept.: 1. 
IF YOU OBJECT to the 
granting of the petition, you 
should appear at the hearing 
and state your objections or file 
written objections with the 
court before the bearing. Your 
appearance may e in person or 
by your attorney. 
IF YOU ARE A CREDITOR 
or a contingent creditor of the 
deceased, you must file your 
claim with the court and mail a 
copy to the personal 
representative appointed by 
the court within four months 
from the date of first issuance 
of letters as provided in section 
9100 of the California Probate 
Code. The Tiem for filing 
claims will nqt expire before 
four months from the hearing 
date noticed above. 
YOU MAY EXAMINE the file 
kept by the courL If you are a 
person interested In the estate 
you may file with the court a 
formal Request for Special 
Notice or the filing or an 
inventory and appraisal of 
estate assets or of any petition 
or account as provided in 
section 1250 or the California 
Probate Code. A Request for 
Special Notice form Is available 
from the court clerk. 
Petitioner RACHEL M. 
FURLONG 
7390 LIVE OAK DRIVE, 
RIVERSIDE, CA 92509 
p/12/15,22,29/94 
*** 
It is neither safe nor 
honest to act contrary 
to conscience . 
- Martin Luther 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CAL-
IFORNIA, COUNTY OF 
RIVERSIDE 
CITATION 
Freedom From Parental 
Custody and Control 
(ABANDONMENT) 
Case Number A 13802 
In the Matter of the Petition 
of: 
Russell Norman Thomas and 
Lorraine Ann Thomas 
To Jay Curtis Tatum and to all 
persons claiming to be the 
father or mother or - Tatum 
By order of this Court you are 
hereby cited and (required to ) 
appear before the Judge 
Presiding in Department 1 of 
tlle a~ove entitled court, locat• 
eel at 3980 Orange Street, 
Riverside, California 92501 on 
February 7, 1995 at 9 :00 a.m. 
of that day, then and there to 
show cause, If any you have, 
why said person should not be 
declared free from the control 
of his/her/their parents accord• 
Ing to the petition on file here-
in. 
The petition flied herein Is for 
the purpose of freeing the sub• 
Jed child for placement for 
adoption. 
Dated: Dec. 8, 1994 








The following persons(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
BAND H BUSINF.SS GROUP 
10872 Kayjay St. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
BARBARA B. IDLL 
10872 Kayjay St. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
RF.SSREEIDLL 
10872 Kayjay St. . 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is conducted by 
individuals • Husband and 
Wife. 
Registrant bas not yet begun to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed herein. 
Sl'Barbara B. Hill 
The filing or this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law 
(sec. 14400 eL seq. h & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Riverside 
County on November 30, 1994. 
I hereby certify that this CO'PJ 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
WILLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 
Fne No. 948029 
p/12/22,29/94 and 1/5,12/94 
FICTITIOUS BUSINF.SS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
RR AND J ASSOCIATES 
24150 • BS 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
' HENRY RICHARD 
24098 Forsythe Street 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
DONALD RICHARDS 
4382 Blueridge Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92505 
JARANAI ASSINI 
24098 Forsythe Street 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
This business is conducted by: 
a General Partnership 
Registrant has not yet begun to 
transact business under the fie. 
titlous business name or names 
Ustecl herein. 
IS/Henry Richard 
The filing or this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
die rights of another under fed• 
eral, state, or common law (sec. 
14400 et. seq. B&P code) 
Statement filed with the Coun-
ty Oerk of Riverside County 
on December 20, 1994. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
ill a correct copy of the original 
statement on me in my office. 
Frank K. Johnson, County 
Clerk 
File No. 948419 
IF/12/22,29, 1/5,12,1995 
NOTICE INVITING BIDS 
Notice is hereby given that the 
City Council of the City el 
Lake Elsinore, California, will 
receive sealed bids at the office 
or the City Clerk, City of Lake 
Elsinore, 130 South Main 
Street, Lake Elsinore, Califor -
nia, until 10:00 a.m., Monday, 





FEDERAL AID PROJECT 
BRL5074(1) 
At the time designed for receiv-
ing sealed bids on said Con-
tract, the bids will be publicly 
opened, examined, and read 
aloud in the City Hall Confer• 
enceRoom. 
All bids must be in writing, 
sealed, and plainly marked on 
the outside: "BID FOR 
LAKE.SHORE DRIVE 
BRIDGE REPLACEMENT 
OVER THE SAN JACINTO 
RIVER." Any bid received 
after the hour stated above, for 
any reason whatsoever; will not 
be considered for any purpose 
but will be returned, unopened, 
to the bidder. 
Each bidder must submit a 
proposal to the City Clerk on 
standard forms available in the 
office of the City Engineer. 
Said proposal Is to be accompa• 
riled by a cash deposit, Cert!• 
fied Check, Cashier's Check, 
or Bidder's Bond, made 
payable to the City of Lake 
Elsinore, in an amount not less 
than ten percent (10%) of the 
total bid submitted. 
The successful b idder will be 
required to furnish a FAITH• 
FULPERFORMANCEBOND 
In the amount of one hundred 
percent (100 'lb) of the Contract 
price, and a MATERIAL AND 
LABOR BOND in the amount 
or one hundred percent (100%) 
or the Contract price, both to 
the satisfaction of the City 
Council. 
Pursuant to Public Contracts 
Code Section 22300, the Con• 
tractor shall be permitted to 
substitute securities for any 
monies withheld by the City to 
emure performance or tlle con• 
tracL At the request and 
expense or the Contractor, 
serurities equivalent to the 
amount withheld shall be 
deposited with the City or with 
a State- or Federally-Char-
tered Bank as the escrow agent, 
who shall then pay such monies 
to the City. Upon satisfactory 
completion of the contnict, the 
seruritles shall be returned to 
the Contractor. 
Securities eligible for invest• 
ment under Pu bile Contracts 
Code Section 22300 shall 
indude those listed In Section 
16430 of the Government 
Code, bank or savings and loan 
certificates of deposit, interest-
bearing demand deposit 
accounts, standby letters of 
credit, or any other security 
mutually agreed to by the Con• 
tractor and the City. 
The Contractor shall be the 
beneficial owner of any securi• 
ty substituted for monies with-
held and shal! receive any 
Interest thereon. 
The Contractor shall possess a 
Class "A" License at the time 
this Contract Is awarded. 
All improvements are to be 
completed within 80 working 
days, beginning from the date 
specifled in the Notice to Pro• 
ceed. The stated time includes 
working days for utility com-
pany and San Jacinto river 
channel water delays as speci• 
fied In Special Provision Sec-
tion 4. 
This Federal Aid Project has a 
goal or twenty percent (20%) 
Disadvantaged Business (DBE) 
participation. 
A pre-bid meeting Is scheduled 
for 10:00 a.m., Tuesday, Jan• 
uary 17, 1995, at the City of 
Lake FJsinore Engineering 
Department Conference Room. 
This meeting is to inform DBs 
of subcontracting and material 
supply opportunities. Bidder's 
attendance at this meeting is a 
prerequisite for demonstrating 
reasonable effort to obtain DB 
participation; however, if the 
DB participation goal is met, 
attendance is not required. 
' 
"The Improvement contem• 
plated in the performance of 
this Contract is Federal Aid 
improvement over which the 
State of California shall exer• 
else general supervision. The 
State of California, therefore, 
shall have the right to as.wme 
full and direct control over this 
Contract whenever the State of 
California, at its sole discre-
tion, shall determine that their 
responsibility to the United 
States so requires. In such 
cases, the State Contract Act 
will govern.'' 
The award of Contract, If it be 
awarded, will be the lowest 
responsible bidder whose pro-
posal complies with all the 
requirements prescribed and 
who 11115 met the aoals for DB 
participation or has demon• 
strated, to the satisfactio11 of 
the City, good faith effort to do 
so. Meeting the goals for DB 
participation or demonstrating, 
to the satisfaction of the City, 
good faith effort to do so Is a 
COIMlldoaforllmaeltafltlefM 
Thursday, December 29, 1994 
award of ContracL 
Plans and specifications may 
be picked up at the office of the 
City Engineer by paying a non-
refundable fee of $50.00. Plans 
and Specifications will be 
mailed for an additional charge 
of$10.00. 
MINIMUM AND PREVAIL· 
ING WAGF.S: Minimum wage 
rates for the project, as prede• 
termined by the Secretary or 
Labor, are set forth In the Spe• 
cial Provisions. If there Is a dif-
ference between the predeter-
mined minimum wage rates 
and the prevailing wage rates 
determined by the State of Cal-
ifornia for similar classifica• 
tions of the labor, the Contrac• 
tor and his Subcontractors 
shall pay not less than the high• 
er wage rate. 
Pursuant to Section 1773 of the 
Labor Code, the general pre• 
valling rates of wages have 
been determined, and these are 
listed in the California Depart• 
ment of Transportation publi• 
cation General Prevailing 
Rates, effective of the date of 
this notice. 
The City of Lake Elsinore 
reserves the right to reject any 
or al! bids, to waive any irregu-
laries in a bid, and to award 
the Contract as may best serve 
the Interests of the City. All 
proposals are binding for a 
period of ninety (90) days after 
they are opened and may be 
retained by the City for exami• 
nation and comparison. 
By Order of the City Council 
of the City of Lake Elsinore, 
California. 
Date: December 20, 1994 
IS/Vicki Lynne Kasacl 
City Clerk of the City of Lake 
Elsinore 
/p/12/22,29/94 & 1/5/95 
PROJECI' NO. 46-1294 
in the 
CITY OF CORONA, 
CALIFORNIA 
This project is being 
performed by informal 
procedures In accordance with 
the provisions of the Uniform 
Public Construction Cost 
Accounting__ Act for J?II blic 
projects of $75,000.00 or less. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
that SEALED PROPOSALS, 
will be received at the office of 
the Cit:, Clerk, City Hall, 815 
W. Sixth Street, Corona, 
California 91720, up to 2:00 
p.m. Tuesday, January 17, 
1995, at which tiem they will 
publicly opened and read for 
the work generally described 
as follows: 
Mitigation Site No. 3 
all In accordance with the 
Plans (Drawing • Phase 1), 
Specifications, Special 
Provisions, and other Contract 
Documents on roe in the Parks, 
Recreation· and Community 
Services Department of the 
City of Corona, California. 
No bid will be accepted unless 
it is made on the Bidder's 
Proposal forms furnished by 
the City. Each bid must be 
accompanied by cash or a 
certified check, cashier's check, 
or Bidder's Bond on the bond 
form provided by the City, 
payable to the City of Corona, 
in an amount equal equal to at 
least l0'Jb of the total amount 
of the bid. Failure to execute 
the Contract Agreement and/or 
submit the required Faithful 
Performance Bond, Labor and 
Mot,erials Pavm1>nt Rnnd. s,n,t 
Insurance Certificates to the 
City within thirteen (13) 
calendar days after the date of 
the award of the Contract shall 
be just cause for the annulment 
of the award and forfeiture of 
the proposal guarantee 
pursuant to the provisions of 
Section 20172 of the California 
Public Contracts Code. 
Pursuant to the Labor Code, 
the City has obtained from the 
Director of the Department of 
Industrial Relations, State of 
California, bis determinations 
or general prevailing rates of 
per diem wages believed to be 
applicable to the work, 
Including employer payments 
for heal th and welfare, 
pension, vacation and similar 
purposes, copies of which are 
included in and made a part of 
the Contract Documents. The 
Contractor shall post all 
applicable prevailing wage 
rates at the job site and shall 
see that he and all of his 
subcontractors are paying 
wages equal to or greater than 
said rates. 
No bid will be accepted from a 
bidder who is not fully and 
properly licensed as a 
contractor for the work to be 
done by him in accordance 
with the provisions of Chapter 
9, Division III, Sections 7000 
through 7145 of the business 
and Professions Code of the 
State of California. On the date 
and at the time or submittal of 
the Bidder's Proposal, the 
prime.contractor shall have a 
Class C-27 contractor's license. 
The City reserves the right to 
reject any and all bids and to 
waive any irregularity or 
informality In any bid to the 
extent permitted by law. 
Bidder may not withdraw his 
bide for forty-niJle (~) 
calendar days after the bid 
opening. 
As per Public Contract Code 
Section 22300, the Contractor 
will be permitted the 
substitution of securities for 
any monies withheld by the 
City of Corona to ensure 
performance under Contract. 
At the request and expense of 
the Contractor, securities 
equivalent to the amount 
withheld shall be deposited 
with the City of Corona, or 
with a state or federally 
chartered bank as the escrow 
agent, who shall pay such 
monies to the contractor after 
satisfactory completion of the 
Contract. Securities eligible for 
Investment under this selection 
shall include those listed In 
Section 16430 of the 
Government Code or bank or 
savings and loan certificates of 
deposit. The Contractor shall 
be the beneficial owner of any 
securities substituted for 
monies withheld and shall 
receive any interest thereon. 
The bidder's attention is 
directed to Section 6-8 of the 
Special Provisions which 
requires the Contractor to post 
a surety bond in a form 
approved by the Engineer 
prior to the final acceptance of 
the work in an amount of not 
less than 10 % of the final 
contract amount, or $2,000, 
whichever is greater, to 
guarantee materials and 
workmanship for a period of 
ane year from the date of 
acceptance of the work by the 
City. 
Complete set of Contract 
Documents, including Plans 
and Special Provisions, but not 
including the Standard 
Specifications, may be obtained 
from the Parks, Recreation and, 
Community Services 
Department, telephone (909) 
736-2241, City Hall, Corona, 
California, for a non• 
refundable fee or $10.00 
For technical information 
relating to the details of the 
proposed project and/or 
bidding requirements, ,please 
contact the Park 
Superintendent, Rick Anaya, of 
the City of Corona Parks, 
Recreation and Communlty · 






The fdklwing person(s) is (are) 
doing41lislness as: . , 
DIRECT FROM THE SKY 
SATELLITE SHOP , 
8920 Limonite Ave. #120 
Riverside, CA 92509 
DANA CROMPTON 
8255 Tamarlno Ln. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
This business is conducted by: 
an Individual 
Registrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on n/a. 
ls/Dana Crompton 
The filing of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious 
business name in violation of 
the rights of anothe.r under 
federal, state, or ommon law 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. B&P code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk or Riverside 
County on Devcember 27, 
1994. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
Frank K. Johnson 
County Clerk 
File No. 948510 
12/29. 115.12.19. 1995 
NOTICE OF APPLICATION 
TO SELL ALCOHOLIC 
BEVERAGF.S 
12/27/94 
To Whom It May Concern: 
George W. Haven Inc. is (are) 
applying to the Depa~tment of 
Alcoholic Beverage rtntrol to 
sell alcoholic bevera at 
3492-3494 Madison A e. 
Riverside, CA 92504 with On• 
Sale Beer license(s) i 
12/29/94 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT · 
The following persons(,) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
SOtJrHERN CALIFORNIA 
, PINE FURNITURE MANU-
FACTURER 
1850-C Massachusetts St. ! 
Riverside, CA 92507 \ 
BRAD E. FRAZER 
1005 N. Center Ave. #6305 
Riverside, CA 92564 
This business Is conducted by 
an individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun 
to transact business under the 
flctitious business name or 
names listed herein. 
s/Brad Frazer 
The filing or this statement 
does not of Itself authorize.the 
use In this state of a ficti tlous 
business name In vlolatlon or 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common law ~ 
(sec. 14400 et. seq. b & p code) 
Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Ri..,crsicle 
County on December 13, 1'94. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
is a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
WJLLIAM E. CONERLY, 
County Clerk 
FILE NO. 948332 
p/12/15,22,2!J/94 It 1/5/M 
• 
